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Television Standards -a World Problem ?
WHILE the Pilkington Committee collects evidence
and behind closed doors sifts and digests the formidable mound of material which must by this time
have accumulated, extra -mural arguments about
the future of broadcasting, and in particular television in the U.K., pursue their inconclusive course.
The RI.C. has now said that we should not change
from 405 lines. We agree and have already given
our reasons both at the time some of the European
stations were changing to 625 and again last July
when commenting on the T.A.C. Report.
The I.T.A. says we should change to 625 lines, but
not yet. The best time to change, it says, would be
when the country is adequately covered by a three programme service on 405 lines in Bands I and III
and " everything would be running smoothly and
easily." After duplication of all three services on
625 lines in Bands IV and V the 405 lines services
would cease, after an interim period of duplication.
This would have the advantage of avoiding the need
for dual- standard receivers, but, as the I.T.A. statement says, it does not " avoid the absurdity that, if
we change the national line system, we must
approach the point at which we have emptied our

best television frequencies in Bands I and III of all
television."
The B.B.C. disagrees in detail, but not in principle
as far hs line standards are concerned. It would like
to see the uncommitted channels in Band III used to
extend the area covered by the existing 405 -line
B.B.C. and I.T.A. programmes, and four programmes
established on 625 lines in Bands IV and V to duplicate existing services and to start new ones. Like
the I.T.A. proposals this would enable a changeover
to be made without dual -standard receivers, but
would be just as wasteful of the available frequency
spectrum over a long period.
Whatever the wishes of the corporations, authorities, manufacturers and dealers may be it is the
needs of the home viewer which should ultimately
prevail. Is he dissatisfied with television because
the picture quality is inadequate, and if so is this
due to too few lines? 819 and 625 lines obviously
give better resolution than 405 lines, but in a talk,
say, on the finer points of Nottingham lace the disadvantage of the 405 -line system can quite easily be
overcome by moving the camera a little closer. Does
the line structure distract when the picture size is
too large? It always will. The remedies in order of
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cost are to be satisfied with a smaller tube, to use
optical or electronic methods of elongating the spot
or to go to colour, in which the interstices between
lines are very conveniently filled.
Is the variety of television programmes restricted
because of the difficulty of international exchange,
and if so will a change to 625 lines result in any significant increase in the amount of fresh material?
Taking a near- sighted view there would be an immediate improvement in the facility of exchange
with those countries which use the currently popular
625 -line standard (but not Belgium where positive
modulation and a.m. sound are used). There would
also be an improvement in picture quality compared
with off-the -tube standards conversion (though this
is quite acceptable, even with present -day methods,
which may be expected to improve).
But by the time we can be overtaken by a possible
change in line standards the whole outlook will have
been radically changed by satellite communications
and the possibility of programme exchange not only
with Europe and Asia but with the Americas. Standards conversion will then still be necessary, for it is
extremely unlikely that America will change from
525- lines; still less that it will change its power supplies from 60 to 50c /s in order to standardize the
television field frequency.
The convenience of a common standard is deskable when the immediacy of a transmission is important, i.e. when the exchange is made in " real time "
as it would be expressed in computer jargon; but it
is not essential, and parallel camera systems and
links could be used to supply pictures on several
standards if the occasion warranted it. When the
transmission is over long east -west distances " real
time " has its disadvantages as listeners to " bigfight" commentaries in the early hours already know.
If a delay of an hour or two is permissible or even
desirable, then fast jet aircraft and magnetic tape
recording will fill the bill, and before colour comes
in these methods may well be superior to either standards conversion or long distance relays with their
phase distortion problems.
Against the background of developments which
are already upon us the 405 /625 squabble seems to
us to be quite insignificant. Let us sit tight and look
beyond our noses before we move from our present
position. Nibbling at this problem will do much
damage and little good.
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Physical Society Exhibition
NEW ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES

WHILE

much pure research was exhibited, the accent this year was on over -thecounter equipment. Much more thought is being devoted to the presentation of
measurement readings, and performance claims generally are much tighter. Electronics
is penetrating further and further into the medical laboratory, and reliability is now a
sine qua non.

Overcrowding was once again a cause for complaint and one questions the necessity
for sales staff rather than engineers to be in attendance on the stands.

TEST AND MEASUREMENT
by the transistor of fields of circuit design formerly dominated by the thermionic valve continues apace, particularly in equipment
employing switching circuits, such as high -speed counters. More attention
is being paid to the appearance of equipment and " ergonomics " (the
relationship of men and machines) is playing a greater part in the panel
layout of recently- designed instrumentation.

THE invasion

Voltage and Current Measurement.
An extremely sensitive d.c. valve
by
shown
millivoltmeter
was
Marconi Instruments. The Marconi
TF1093 was designed primarily as
a pH meter, but is equally suitable
for use as a millivoltmeter over the
range 0- 1400pH. Extreme stability
with wide changes in supply voltage,
is, to some extent, due to the use of a
valve -controlled transductor which
holds constant the current through
the primary of the mains transformer.
.
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A change of 15% in mains voltage
results in a change of only 0.2% in

pH or millivolts reading. The trans ductor has the advantage that, unlike
a saturated reactor, it is not dependent on mains frequency.
The General Radiological type
N138 is capable of measuring
The
currents as small as 10 -"A.
input current is applied to an extremely high value feedback resistor
which is connected between the grid
of the electrometer input stage and a

cathode- follower output. The amplifier maintains the input end of the
feedback resistor at " virtual earth,"
so that the output of the amplifier is
equal to the voltage across the resistor. The impedance at the output
end of the resistor is that of the
cathode- follower, and is sufficiently
low to allow the use of a moving -coil
meter. Stability with mains variations
is obtained by the use of a constantvoltage transformer to feed the valve
heaters. As the instrument is intended for use with ionization
chambers, a polarizing voltage is provided as an output.
In the Tinsley type 5401 Automatic Potentiometer, the circuit is
self -balancing, and is controlled by a
pulse generator, the frequency of
which is set by the error voltage
obtained from a photocell galvanometer amplifier. The potentiometer
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adjusts to within the nearest (lower)
100/, the setting being indicated on
a four -figure in -line read -out. The
remainder, up to 10µV, is shown by
a drum recorder, which enables very
small variations to be observed
directly.
A true r.m.s. voltmeter was shown
on the stand of the National Research
Development Corporation. The unknown input, in the range d.c.
30Mc /s, is applied to a bridge rectifier, the output of which is fed, via
an emitter-follower, to a square -law
detector composed of point- contact
diodes. The instantaneous current
value at the output of the detector is
now proportional to the square of the
input voltage. This output is fed to
an R -C network which derives the
mean value of the current. A further
chain of diodes now perform a reversal of the process occurring in the
detector, the output being proportional to the square root of the mean
current, or the root- mean -square of
the input voltage. The overall transfer characteristic is linear and the output may be measured on a digital
voltmeter. As the law of a diode does
not change with temperature, but
only the ratio of current to voltage,
any temperature changes in the two
sets of diodes cancel out and the scale
remains linear.
Digital measurement of direct voltages is facilitated by the Racal Volt age-to- Frequency convertor SA503.
When a varying voltage is applied to
a junction diode, the width of its depletion layer and hence its capacitance, varies accordingly; if the diode
is in an oscillator circuit, the frequency will then vary in proportion
to the d.c. voltage. In this instrument,
the outputs of a fixed oscillator and
of a voltage -variable one are mixed,
the output of the mixer being zero
when the input is short circuited, and
10kc /s when 1V d.c. is applied. The
output is shaped into pulses which
may be counted.

Frequency Measurement. A high
proportion of frequency meters are

digital in form and employ transistor
counting decades with an upper
speed limit of 10Mc /s, although the
Airmec 298 will count at speeds up
to 20Mc /s.
A novel design is the Venner
TSA3338. This is basically a 1Mc /s
counter with the usual gating facilities. However, the input is frequency- changed in two mixing stages
down to 1Mc /s or less. Both internal oscillators are crystal-controlled,
and are varied in frequency automatically by a stepping-switch until
the final difference frequency lies
within the range of the counter. The
stepping- switch also indicates on the
display which local oscillator frequency is in use; the whole measurement is, therefore, automatic and
direct reading.
An ancillary unit for use with the
Marconi 10Mc /s valve counter is the
Decoder TF1392. This unit, with
plug-in accessories, provides outputs,
translated from the binary form of
the decade outputs, which are suitable for the operation of printers,
graphical pen recorders and an inline read -out panel. The decoding
process is effected by relay matrices
operated by the decoder outputs via
valve amplifiers.

'

The Olass Developments comparator, on the other hand, received the
16kc /s signal, passed it through a
gate to eliminate the beginning and
end of the keyed pulses (which could
give anomalous results), and fed it as
brightness modulation to a c.r.t. The
local 5Mc /s oscillator was divided
down to 80kc /s, modified to produce
quadrature (90° phase difference)
signals and used as x and y deflection for the c.r.t., where it produced a
rotating trace brightened once each
cycle of GBR. If the relationship
between the 5Mc /s signal and GBR
changes this is displayed by a rotation of the spot produced on bright up (the local timebase is then running " fast " or " slow "). One rotation of the bright -up in three hours
represents an accuracy of 1 part in
10' so that smaller errors are easily
observed.

Inductance and Capacitance Measurement. Direct-reading of Q and
inductance of iron -cored inductors,
with or without direct current flowing is made possible by the Furzehill
Inductance
B810A
Incremental
Bridge. The internal measuring frequency is 50c /s, but the bridge is
INPUT

Frequency Standards are in greater
demand as development work on
stable sources proceeds. One such
standard is the 16kc /s GBR transmitter at Rugby, which is controlled
by the MSF standard. Two exhibits,
one a joint example by the N.P.L.
and Post Office Engineering Departments, the other a " private enterprise " method adopted by Glass
Developments (who are developing
an ammonia maser and timing chain)
demonstrated ways of comparing
GBR with a local " standard."
The N.P.L. exhibit received the
16kc /s signal, multiplied it to 96kc /s
and mixed it with a locally -generated
4kc /s, giving 92kc /s and 100kc /s.
The 100kc /s signal was fed into a
modulator-comparator driving indicating and recording instruments.

Tinsley automatic potentiometer and
in -line read -out

50c/s

A.E.I. (Manches er) inductively coupled
bridge for dielectric loss measurement.

designed to work with external excitation of frequencies between 25c /s
and 3kc /s. The circuit is that of a
Hay bridge, the standard capacitor
being a high -quality polystyrene type.
The null indicator is a logarithmic
meter, facilitating rapid balancing
by means of the reactance dial, which
is calibrated in inductance, and the
resistance balance control which is
calibrated in resistance. Q is calculated from the bridge frequency and
the resistance balance setting.
An inductively -coupled dielectric loss bridge is described by A.E.I.
Research, for the measurement of
tans in the range 0.0003 to 0.03.
The bridge is balanced when the
ampere -turns in Ll are equal to those
in L2, i.e., when Cx is equal to
Cstd, which is variable.
107
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Dawe A.C. Milliclam
and pick -up probe.
Advance in situ transistor

tester.

If the dielectric loss of Cx exceeds
that of Cstd, R is adjusted for
balance. To obtain the value of R
very precisely, a battery and metering circuit are connected across it.
The current through R is held constant at 1mA, and the voltage is then
proportional to tanS.
The Fluxgate magnetometer elements shown on the stand of Kelvin Hughes are a means of measuring
the strength of a spatial magnetic
field. Two wires of high permeability material are wound with excitation windings, through which
sufficient alternating current is
passed to cause partial saturation of
the wires. The two wires, side by
side, are also wound with a common secondary winding. E.m.f. induced in the secondary winding in
the absence of a magnetic field is
nil, as the two induced voltages are
equal and opposite. However, if the
Fluxgate is placed in a magnetic
field, which has a component along
its axis, the saturation of the two
wires becomes asymmetrical, and an
e.m.f. is induced in the secondary
at twice the frequency of the wire
excitation current. This e.m.f. is
directly proportional to the magnetic
field.

Square Wave and Pulse Generators.
100 -V pulses with a rise time of
less than one millimicrosecond are
produced by the Cossor 1097. This
is achieved by a high -pressure mercury relay, working at a frequency
of 45 -120 p.p.s.
Pulse width is
governed by the length of 52f) coaxial cable used as the delay element,
a socket being provided for this con-

nection on the front panel.
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Alter-

natively, a CR network connected in
place of the coaxial cable will produce a pulse width of 2.6µsec. A
button- operated switch provides a
single pulse output.
Accuracy of pulse repetition frequency is a feature of the Fleming
crystal-controlled pulse generator
1478A. The p.r.f. generator is a
100kc/s crystal oscillator, the output
of which is divided to provide five
switched repetition rates.
The
highest-speed divider is a trochotron
magnetic beam-switching tube, the
remainder being EIT tubes. Bursts
of pulses, 2µsec wide and with a rise
time of O.1Asec, are available, and a
visual self-checking facility is provided.
Oscilloscopes. The trend in oscilloscope design seems to be towards a
basic instrument with a high potential performance, with facilities for a
range of plug -in units designed to
fulfil a specific function.
Two new plug-in units for use with
the EMI WM16 oscilloscope extend
the Y amplifier performance. Type
7/6 facilitates the viewing of two inputs either separately or algebraically
added, the rise time being 16 milli microseconds in each case. Type 7/5
increases the sensitivity of the Y amplifier to 5mV /cm maximum; the
bandwidth is reduced, at the maximum gain setting, to 5c /s- 25Mc /s
(a.c.-coupled). The gain is continuously variable between attenuator
settings on both units.
To extend the flexibility of their
1076 oscilloscope, Cossor have introduced several plug -in units. High
gain and facilities for differential
viewing of two channels are features

of the 1081 and 1080 respectively,
while 1082 and 1083 enable the start
of the timebase to be delayed with

respect to the triggering pulse, or a
" bright -up " spot to be superimposed
on the trace to indicate the delay.
The units contain, in effect, two time bases; the trigger pulse initiates the
run -down of one, which, on reaching
a predetermined level, triggers the
second, which is the one that appears
on the screen. Model 1082 will delay the sweep by 10 seconds maximum, while 1083 provides a calibrated, high precision delay up to
50msec. Model 1085 plug -in unit
provides for dual -channel viewing by
means of chopped or alternate
sweeps.

Examination of current waveforms
without the necessity for breaking the
circuit is facilitated by the Dawe 618
A.C. Millielamp. The waveform carrying conductor forms the primary
of a transformer, the secondary of
which is provided by the probe
assembly winding. The output of
the probe is fed to a transistor amplifier, the output of which may be

Cossor millimicrosecond pulse generator.
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viewed on an oscilloscope. Currents
of a few hundred µA may be
measured at frequencies from 7c /s to
1Mc /s, and direct current up to 5
amperes has no effect on accuracy.

held constant while the spot is deflected vertically by a sweep circuit;
the brightness of the spot is meandecreased
from
while
linearly
bottom to top of the screen. The
brightness of any part of the screen,
Pulse- Amplitude Analyser. When the which is governed by the relative
absolute count rate obtained from a spacing of successive vertical lines
scintillation counter used in radio- and the varying sweep brightness, is
active material studies is not required now a measure of the distribution of
to be known accurately, the relatively energy of the gamma rays, and a
low speed of operation and long high contrast photograph will show a
" dead -time " of the conventional sharply defined density boundary.
" kicksorter " can be a disadvantage.
With this in mind the Atomic Transistor Tester. Beta is directly
Energy Research Establishment have obtained from the dial of the
developed an electronic grey-wedge Advance TT1 Transistor Tester.
pulse -amplitude analyser.
Collector current is initially set to the
The amplitude of each pulse at required figure (indicated on the
the output of the scintillation counter meter), after which an uncalibrated
is proportional to the energy of the balance control is adjusted until the
gamma ray producing it. The pulse meter reads zero. Operation of a
is applied to the horizontal deflection switch now changes the collector
system of an oscilloscope, where it current by a fixed increment of
deflects the spot an amount propor- 0.5mA, whereupon a calibrated bias
tional to the energy of the gamma control restores the balance. Current
ray. The horizontal deflection is gain is read from this control.

ducing a television type of display
with two delay lines on the x and y
axes.
Electroluminescence is also used
in an arrangement by Ericsson to
display any letter of the alphabet or
figure. Sixteen strips of a luminescent panel called the Phospotron
have individual connections and, by
selecting the leads, fair representation of the desired letter or figure
can be made;
5 " for instance
would use 1, 6, 13, 8, 4; similarly
" R " would employ 1, 2, 14, 13, 6,
5 and 8.

Post -deflection Acceleration of the
electron beam in a cathode -ray tube
is often used to increase trace brightness without incurring the loss of
sensitivity that would result from an
increase of final -anode potential.
P.d.a. can lead to trace distortion,

DISPLAY DEVICES
THE last few years have seen the fairly widespread introduction of digital
indicators in place of the cathode -ray tube and the meter.
Digital Indicator (Type S.462) shown
by Sangamo -Weston, is intended
principally as a read-out indicator for
transistor counting decades. It consists of a moving -coil meter movement with a transparency carrying
the numerals 0 -9 mounted on it.
The transparency moves in an optical system and the numerals are
projected on to a screen. Counter
decade outputs may be mixed in a
five -resistor network and applied to
the movement to provide discrete
steps corresponding to the number
of input pulses received by the
decade.

Electroluminescent Display for milli microsecond pulses was shown by
G. V. Planer. This consists in its
simplest form of a row of electroluminescent areas connected in
sequence to a delay line. When
pulses are inserted from opposite
ends of the line they travel towards
each other producing, when and
where they coincide, illumination of Simplified diagram of layout of Ericsson
the phosphor. One example demon- " Phospotron " electroluminescent letter
strated had the delay line and row and figure indicator.
of " dots " folded up to form a
rectangular panel: another applica- though, and this limits the screen
tion of a modification of this type area. Interaction between the p.d.a.
could be used, for instance, for pro- field and the deflection field is
one cause of the distortion, and, to
reduce this interaction 20th Century
Delay line coils (left) at back and screen (right) of millimicrosecond electroElectronics have introduced in their
luminescent display by G. V. Planer.
SSAB -800 tube an isolating mesh
connected to the third anode and
placed between the deflector plates
and the screen: thus the p.d.a. field
extends only to this mesh. G.E.C., in
their experimental tube Type
LD603, have placed a mesh about an
inch behind the screen and the effect
of this was demonstrated by the
LD603 and an ordinary spiral p.d.a.
tube, side by side, with the e.h.t.
varying between four and 10kV. An
increase in usable screen area of over
two times is achieved.
16

C.R.T. Beam -blanking during timebase flyback is usually accomplished
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to improve the signal -to -noise ratio
for' a given write current or alternaG.E.C.

LD603

c.r.t. (left) with
p.d.a. mesh behind screen compared with ordinary p.d.a. tube
(right) at 3kV
e.h.t. (upper pair)
and 10kV (lower),
with same dewaveflection
forms. Note that
lens
action reduces image size
on the ordinary
tube (right) but
not on the LD603.

tively, to reduce the write current for
a given signal-to -noise ratio.
By the use of two write fields at
right angles rather than in parallel,
the whole range of the B -H curves
can be made use of rather than only
their maximum values. This greatly
reduces the tolerances which must be
maintained on the write fields and
currents. The use of two write fields
at right angles also allows field
strengths to be used which are well
below the levels which produce
gradual interference (walkdown) between adjacent areas of the film.

Multi-Track Heads for recording as
many as forty tracks on --in wide
magnetic tape were shown by the
physics department of the Northern
Polytechnic. Each head is made up
of a number of close mica -spaced
silver strips across the edges of which
a very fine silver wire is soldered.
This wire corresponds to the
head " gap " and the head of each
track consists of an adjacent pair of
silver strips and the part of the silver
wire between these strips.
,1-

applying a brilliance-reducing
potential to the cathode or grid.
However, in a new c.r.t. by Sylvania Thorn the beam can be extinguished
by a blanking waveform at or near
earth potential, a small deflection
system between the first and second
anodes. When the blanking potential is applied the beam is deflected
out of line with the rest of the electrode structure and does not reach
the screen.
by

the photography of traces, reducing
the equipment needed to ? light tight box containing a roll of sensitive paper. Shown by Ferranti, the
face-plate is made up of many
axially -aligned fibres of glass of high
refractive index in a support of low
refractive index. The action of the
fibres is to " pipe " the light produced at the phosphor to the front
of the screen; then, to produce a
sharp record, it is necessary only to
hold a sheet of sensitized paper
against the tube face. Normally this
would give a blurred image.

Symbol Writing at High-speed on
magnetic tape is possible by using
a set of the multi -track heads shown
by the physics department of the
Glass -fibre Face -plates for c.r.t.s
Northern Polytechnic and described
may obviate the use of cameras for
immediately above. By making use
of wedge- shaped heads with their
thin ends across the tape, a number
of such multi -track heads can be
COMPUTERS
stacked together along the tape
ALTHOUGH few general trends in this field were noticeable, a number of length. Letters can then be written
new detailed developments were seen, for example in storage.
in as magnetization of the tape by
feeding a pulse to the appropriate
Prediction of the Future value of maximum frequency in the measured heads and gaps to form the approprisignals whose component frequencies quantities is limited by "inertia " to ate letter shape. Such magnetization
have an upper maximum limit was a low value, this system should be can be made visible by passing the
tape through an ultrasonically
demonstrated by Wayne Kerr. The useful in process control.
agitated suspension of fine iron
prediction system is based on the
fact that, if there is a maximum fre- Magnetic Thin Film Computer powder. A writing speed as fast as
quency present in a signal, there is Stores in an improved form were
also a maximum rate (depending on shown by International Computers
the signal amplitude) at which and Tabulators. Apart from the
present changes in the signal can use of a new alloy which gives a
themselves alter. If frequencies only smaller variation of the direction of
up to a certain maximum value are easy magnetization over the film
present in a signal, changes in the area, these stores are unusual in that
signal level which are being produced the magnetic film is deposited on a
(aluminium)
by these frequencies can then be metallic
extrapolated into the future with rather than an insulatreasonable accuracy for a time equal ing surface. It has been
to the reciprocal of pi times the found that the write
maximum frequency. The possible currents induce eddy
time and amplitude errors in the currents in the aluminpredicted change increase with in- ium which double the
creasing frequency up to about 30% magnetic field produced
International
Computers and Tabulain amplitude and rather less in time in the film for a given
This
tors thin film magat the maximum frequency. Since write current.
netic store.
in many industrial processes the affect can be used either
110
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lµsec /symbol is possible by means

current of less than

of this method.

of one of the two diodes will then
determine which diode is switched

Tunnel Diode pair connected in
series to form a sensitive currentamplitude or time discriminator was
shown by the Royal Radar Establishment. A voltage is applied across
the two (identical) diodes which is
only sufficient to maintain one diode
on the high -voltage positive- resistance part of its characteristic and the
other on the low-voltage part. A

1 f,,A

into or out

to the high- and which to the low voltage part of its characteristic.
Since the diode pair is only sensitive
to such currents during the time in
which the voltage is applied, it can
also be used as a time discriminator,
in which case its sensitivity is
20 x 10 -' sec. The use of such a
discriminator in a computer store
read -out circuit was demonstrated.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
SOME time ago " automation " by the Uae of electronics was hailed as
the second industrial revolution. But this was only the application of electronic techniques to the instrumentation and control of small individual
functions. Now, however, genuine overall automatic control of whole
complex plants is being developed and the next few years should see the
emergence of products made entirely without human intervention.
Comprehensive Control Systems for
industrial plants which use computers
to adjust processes to the optimum
condition for maximum profit depend
on a prior knowledge, for programming, of all the factors affecting the
running of the plant and, what is
more important, the laws that relate
these factors to the whole. As the
plant becomes more complex either
over -simplification has to be made to
allow programming or a rather different type of control system has to
be used, one which will adapt itself
by " trials," as does a human operator, to changed conditions. At the
N.P.L. research into self-adaptive
control systems is being done and an
analogue model of such a system
was shown on the D.S.I.R. stand.
Relatively simple, so that mathematical analysis of the " process " and
results could be carried out without
too much difficulty, the model was of
a third -order system -that is, only
three independent variables were employed. The three variables were represented by integrators in cascade,
each having negative feedback loops
completed via the earlier stages. Each
loop was varied by a motor -driven
potentiometer which was activated
when a difference occurred between
overall output and input. So that
the effect of each variable can be
detected, identifying test signals at
different frequencies were applied:
the components of the test signals in
the error signal operated the individual motors. It was possible to
apply several laws such as straight
± limits or error squared to the error
detector and random disturbing influences from a variety of sources
could be used to affect the system.
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Coincidence or Correlation Techniques were demonstrated in apparatus developed by both Isotope Developments and the British Iron and
Steel Research Association, although
the mode of application was rather
different.
When measuring the radiation
given off by a radioactive substance
it is sometimes mixed with a liquid
phosphor, placed in a small transparent cell and the scintillations produced by each discrete radiation emitting event are counted by means
of a photomultiplier.
However,
thermal noise gives a count
in the region of 1,000 /sec at room
temperature: thus it would be difficult to register accurately less than,
say, 1,000 scintillations per second.
Cooling the photomultiplier (and the
specimen) can reduce the number of
noise pulses that could be confused
with scintillations and thus enables
a higher sensitivity to be realized;
but the operation can be difficult.
Isotope Developments achieve in
their apparatus a minimum rate of 1
Two photomultiplier
count /sec.
tubes are used; their outputs, after
amplification, are clipped to reject
pulses that are smaller than would
be given by a scintillation, compared
for coincidence and gated yet again
to eliminate pulses that are too large.
In this way noise is discriminated
against as is phosphorescence (the
glow of the phosphor after it has
been exposed to light). The light
from phosphorescence is produced
by discrete changes of energy within
the phosphor emitting at a time only
one photon which can go only to one
photomultiplier: coincidence is not
achieved and the pulse is rejected.

On the other hand the splitting of a
nucleus leaves a track of emitting
particles, thus sufficient photons are
released for both tubes to be excited.
Measurement of the reduction in
gauge of strip metal in a rolling mill
is difficult because of the high speed
and irregularities in the movement of
the strip. However, comparison of
the speed of the before and after rolling is one possible method and
B.I.S.R.A. were demonstrating a
technique for measurement of strip
speed by coincidence.
Two spots of light are incident in
line upon the strip surface at a
known mutual displacement in the
direction of travel. The light reflected from the strip varies as surface imperfections occur and the
same variation will be experienced at
the second spot of light after a time
depending on the strip speed. Photocells convert the reflected light to
electrical waveforms and that from
the " upstream " cell is delayed by a
mechanism such as a tape recorder
so that it coincides with the waveform from the " down- stream " cell.
Coincidence was detected by subtracting one signal from the other
and adjusting the delay for minimum
output. The combination of known
distance and time give strip speed.

Industrial Television:-The remote
observation of dangerous processes by
television is a well-known technique;
however, a development by Cawkell
probably makes the use of television
worth while even where no danger is
involved, but where the speed of an
operation is too rapid to allow proper
inspection. The " Teleremscope " is
a modification, to form a picture
monitor, of an oscilloscope using a
storage tube. Designed for operation
on 405- 525(60c/s)- or 625 -line
systems, the monitor can be set to
store one to four fields of the image
on its 10 -cm c.r.t. and retain them
until the picture is no longer required. As a pulse can be used to
give the " re-write " instruction, a
form of slow -motion display could be
arranged.
Detection of surface flaws in tinplate strip is another new idea for
industrial TV. Developed by the
British Iron and Steel Research
Association, this method employs a
rotating mirror synchronized with
the movement of the strip to
" arrest " the strip movement and
present a stationary picture to the
television camera. By storing images
taken by the camera and displaying
them side by side it may be possible
to " compress " the view of a long
strip into a relatively small picture.
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BIOLOGICAL ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC equipment is becoming more and more widely adopted
in medical research and practice, as, in many cases, it represents the only
possible tool for the evaluation of the minute and inaccessible phenomena
encountered. An example is equipment used for electro- oculography,
which is a technique whereby minute changes in skin potential of areas
near the eye may be amplified and used to record eye movements.
Research
Department
of
Ana:sthetics of the Royal College of
Surgeons has developed an electronically- controlled breathing simulator.
The simulator consists of pistons
driven by a servo linkage from a
velodyne speed control system. The
followed by a.c. amplification. That required respiratory waveform is supthis is necessary is evident when it is plied by a transparent disc function
known that changes of less than generator mounted on the linkage
100µV must be observed on standing shaft. A positive voltage, derived
skin potentials of 100mV. Backing - from the function generator on the
off potentials are provided to elimi- grid of a balanced servo -amplifier,
nate these standing voltages.
causes the current through the field
A very flexible electronic stetho- coils of the split -field d.c. servo
scope was shown by Faraday Elec- motor, one of which is in each anode
tronic Instruments. The output of of the amplifier, to vary differentially
either one or two microphones is and the armature to rotate. The
applied to a 3 -stage amplifier using armature is fed from a constant cursub -miniature valves, which were rent source. As the motor rotates a
chosen for their high input impedance tacho- generator coupled to the linkand low -noise characteristics. Fre- age shaft produces a potential which
quency response controls may be ad- opposes the original input to the
justed to restrict the upper or lower amplifier. The amplifier is balanced,
frequency range, to concentrate the and the motor stationary, when the
operator's attention on the pheno- two voltages are equal and opposite
menon under examination.
For about earth, with the result that the
instance, heart sounds, which are motor speed, which is proportional to
mainly low frequency, may be ex- the resultant positive voltage on the
cluded when respiration, consisting input, follows the waveform from the
mainly of high frequencies, is being function generator.
studied Two outputs are provided,
affording facilities for two operators,
or to operate recording or visual
COMMUNICATIONS

E.M.I. have developed a high -gain,
dual- channel, d.c.- coupled amplifier
for this purpose, the complete equipment being known as " EMMA
Eye Movement Measuring Apparatus.
High stability is achieved by the use
of an electromechanical chopper

the

"-

monitoring equipment.
To eliminate dependence on
human subjects in breathing study,

IT

is sometimes said that, for
" steam" radio, development is corn-

plete. How wrong this point of view
is can be seen from this year's exhibition where a new method, which
promises great advantages, for s.s.b.
generation, was seen.

New S.S.B. Generation method
developed by W. Saraga of A.E.I.
uses only one multiplier -modulator stage compared with the more
usual two. Summarizing previous
methods briefly, it could be said
that they depend either upon the use
of filters to remove the unwanted
sideband which is very near the
wanted sideband, or on " outphasing " by which two suppressed -carrier
signals are generated on " carriers "
in phase quadrature (90° relamodulation
with
tive
phase)
in phase quadrature. On combining
these two d.s.b. signals, one pair of
sidebands adds, becoming the output s.s.b. signal, and the other pair
cancels.
The new method requires one a.f.
band 90° phase -shifter, and adds the
quadrature ai. components to
quadrature carriers, which, as these
can be at a constant frequency, need
not be difficult to produce. The a.f:
plus -carrier components then pass
into a single multiplier (ring modulator) whose output consists of the
wanted s.s.b. signal, the product of
the quadrature a.f. and the product
of the quadrature carriers; the unwanted al. and carrier components
are very easily eliminated by a simple
filter as their limits are represented
by twice the highest a.f. and twice
the carrier, respectively. For a change
of sideband from upper to lower or
vice versa it is necessary only to
reverse a quadrature source -usually
the carrier. The filter will, of course,
pass both upper and lower sidebands
without attenuation.
A.f. Spectrum Analyser shown by the
P.O. Engineering Department produces spectrogram of speech with
only a very small time delay : normally these displays are produced by
analysis by filters splitting up the
spectrum to be examined; but as the

Eye-movement measuring equipment by E.M.I.
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accuracy required is increased-that
is, the bandwidth of individual filters
is narrowed-or flexibility in choice
of bandwidth is wanted, the apparatus quickly becomes too complex.
The G.P.O. machine overcomes- this
problem by sampling the 0 to 3.3kc /s
incoming speech at 150.50ec intervals: these samples are then converted to a parallel six -bit code and
fed into torsional wire delay lines
1500ec long, arranged so that the
information circulates. The digits
are thus spaced 0.5 tsec apart in the
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the path followed by the transmitted
pulse via the monitor aerial to the
radar's aerial. Since the simulated
reflected pulse is made to follow the
same path as the transmitted pulse,
the simulated reflected pulse is
attenuated by the path loss before
reception by the radar's aerial. Observation of the simulated reflected
pulse on the radar display then
allows the overall performance of the
whole radar system to be checked.

Demonstration model of new s.s.b. modulator, set out in
block diagram form. PSI and 2 are a.f phase- shifting
networks; +, adding stages; x, multiplier: at righthand end is simple output filter.
(Harlow Research
Laboratory, A.E.1.)

lines (the first digit entered will have
been round once and 0.5psec on its
second circuit when the next input is
applied) and make three hundred circuits (taking 45msec) before being
cancelled by the writing -in of new information. The signals in the lines
are operated on by a digital -toanalogue converter which thus produces an analogue of the original signal at 300 times its original rate.
This high- frequency analogue is
heterodyned with an oscillator whose
frequency is varied in synchronism

with the vertical deflection signal to
the display c.r.t. A single filter,
whose characteristics may be adjusted readily, sets the bandwidth to
be examined and the resultant signal,
after envelope detection, is used to
brighten the trace of the c.r.t. The
horizontal deflection of the c.r.t. spot
is a linear sweep of a convenient
time: thus the display represents frequency vertically and time horizon ally with brightened patches indicating by their position the presence of
a particular band of frequencies.

MICROWAVES
ONE of the main trends in this field, towards broader bandwidths, led this
year more to new broadband components rather than, as in some previous
years, to new wide band generators.
Waveguide Transmission is normally
under conditions in which only one
mode can be propagated or, alternatively, as in the low -loss systems now
being investigated, in oversize guides
in which several hundred modes can
be propagated. In this latter case,
unwanted interfering modes are
readily produced at any slight discontinuity in the guide, and the
problems of eliminating these unwanted modes have not yet been
satisfactorily solved. Decca Radar
showed that a useful, though not as
great, reduction in the loss can still
be produced by using a somewhat
less oversize guide in which only a
few modes can be propagated.
Elimination of the unwanted modes
is then possible by relatively -simple
methods.
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Radar Performance Monitor shown
by Elliott enables the overall performance of the whole radar system
to be observed. In this monitor the
output from the radar aerial is received by a monitor aerial, attenuated by a total amount which can be
varied to correspond to various path
losses, and displayed on a c.r.t. At
the same time, the radar pulse voltage is delayed by the path delay time
and then used to trigger a separate
microwave oscillator to produce a
simulated reflected pulse. The simulated reflected pulse level is made
equal to the actual reflected pulse
level by comparing the simulated reflected pulse with the path- attenuated transmitted pulse on the
monitor c.r.t.
The simulated
reflected pulse is then fed back along

Radar Beam Position indication is
usually obtained by coupling an
electromechanical transducer to the
aerial array. This has disadvantages-backlash may affect accuracy
-new arrangements, too, preclude
this mechanical measurement because the beam may be moved by
non -mechanical means, altering
phases in the aerial feeds, for instance. By placing two stationary
probe dipoles in the near field of the
aerial and measuring the phase
difference between them a pulse -bypulse statement of beam position
may be achieved (Elliott).
Microwave
Frequency
Control
system shown by Elliott employs a
reference cavity resonator at one end
of which is a moving -iron diaphragm.
This diaphragm is vibrated at an
audio frequency so as to modulate
the cavity resonant frequency at the
same audio frequency. A sample of
the microwave frequency to be controlled is fed into the cavity where
it is amplitude modulated at the
audio frequency. This amplitude modulated microwave signal is fed to
a phase-sensitive rectifier and the resulting audio modulation output
amplified and rectified
The rectified modulation voltage is used to
change the frequency of the microwave source so as to reduce to a
minimum the rectified modulation
and thus the audio modulation produced by the cavity. The microwave source frequency has then been
made equal to the mean cavity
resonant frequency. The reference
cavity resonant frequency is ternperature compensated simply by
means of a plunger which is moved
by a temperature- sensitive bimetal
strip, rather than by making the
reference cavity of a low expansion
coefficient material. In this way the
cavity resonant frequency change
for a temperature change of 100 °F
may be reduced to one part in 5 x
10`. By means of this frequency control system short- and long -term
stabilities may be obtained which are
better than one part in 10° and 10'
respectively.
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G.E.C. Hirst Research Centre broadband ferrite switch.

Radar beam position indication by phase measurement
(Elliott). Photograph shows dipole probes near slotted waveguide aerial.

narrower -band coaxial phase shifter Hirst Research Centre. In a rotator
in which the normal straight inner the output was sampled in two planes
conductor was replaced by a helix of polarization by two crystals. The
nearly as large as the outer conduc- difference between the output of the
tor. To alter the phase a hollow two crystals is taken, amplified, and
dielectric cylinder is moved Jetween fed back to the ferrite magnetizing
this helix and the outer conductor. current in such a way as to correct
The electrical length, and thus the the rotation of the plane of polarizaphase shift produced, change nearly tion produced by the ferrite. By this
linearly with movement of the dielec- means a relatively constant rotation
tric cylinder. This component may over a 15% bandwidth can be produced. A somewhat similar techbe made relatively short.
A coaxial variable directional nique was also used in a broadband
coupler shown by Elliott consisted of switch.
two sections of coaxial line joined
shown
together at their outer walls by a Waveguide High -power Loads
Resistors consist of
longitudinal slot. The two centre by Morganite
whose openconductors are replaced by strips tapered hollow wedges
which can be rotated about one edge. ings are made accurately equal to
dimensions.
The relative power coupled from one the inside waveguide(called
Ter line to the other may be varied The load material
40dB by milode) can be manufactured with
smoothly from 6dB to
rotating the two strips so as to move different attenuation characteristics
Ferrite -swept Klystron shown by their free edges from their closest to covering a total range of 200 to 1,
and sections with different attenuaDecca Radar incorporated a ferrite their farthest possible separation.
tion characteristics can be combined
rod at the end of its tuning cavity.
By varying the current in a coil Broadband Ferrite waveguide com- to give a uniform heat dissipation
placed round the ferrite, its perme- ponents were shown by the G.E.C. along the wedge.
ability can be altered. This alters
the reflection phase shift at the end
SEMICONDUCTORS
of the cavity, and thus the effective
cavity length.
By means of this
A HIGH speed of development continues in the field of semiconductors
method electronic tuning over -each year we record at this exhibition some of the devices and manu300Mc /s at X -band (9,000Mc/s) is
facturing techniques evolved in the past year; but, on looking back, these
possible.
often appear entirely disconnected from each other-developments that
the year were "too old " to be shown at the next exhibition.
Travelling Wave Tube Limiter occurred during
shown by S.T.C. makes use of the
normal saturation in the output/ Boff Diode, like the tunnel diode, is decay of the current output: this is
input characteristic of the t.w.t. A a device that can be used for fast usually made as short as possible by
useful feature of this method of limit- waveform shaping and switching. making the carrier lifetime short.
ing is that gain is provided at low Unlike the tunnel diode, though, it In the Boff diode, however, a long
is a passive device and can work at carrier lifetime is chosen and the
input levels.
considerably higher powers, typically carriers are made to " congregate "
Coaxial Microwave Components are 0.5A switched in 2mµsec. Plessey near the junction by the application
being increasingly used to replace demonstrated a Boff diode, switching of a drift field which is achieved by
grading the materials forming the
waveguide components so as to power into a short-circuited line.
In an ordinary semiconductor junction. On reversal of the supply
Some
secure greater bandwidths.
shown by Decca Radar cover a junction, carrier storage results after polarity, current will flow practically
range as large as from 1 to 12kMc /s. the junction has been switched off by unabated from the junction, and then
Decca Radar also showed a reversing the supply, in a gradual stop suddenly, instead of dying away.

Parametric Amplifier for u.h.f. using
a variable- capacity diode was shown
by Marconi. This consisted simply
of a length of X -band guide containing a strip with the diode mounted
at its centre. The strip is arranged
to be half a wavelength long at the
signal frequency, and an odd number of half wavelengths long at the
X -band pumping frequency. Both
the signal and pump frequencies are
propagated in the guide, and an
amplified output at the sum of these
two frequencies is produced by the
variable-capacity diode. This amplified output is converted back to
u.h.f. by mixing it with the pump
frequency in- a second diode further
down the guide. In this amplifier
the down frequency conversion loss
can be made much less than the up
conversion gain.
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Binistor is the name used by G.E.G.
to describe a four -layer pnpn structure with leads attached to each
layer. The normal controlled rectifier can be switched on by an
external pulse, but, like the thyratron, the main current flow has to be
interrupted to switch it off. The
Binistor, however, can be switched
both on and off by application of
control pulses-as demonstrated,
some 50mA at 45V was switched in
0.211,sec by 2mA pulses.

low bottoming voltage) and the high resistivity collector region is allowed
to crystallize from a vapour, as a thin
layer with the same crystal orientation as that of the wafer. S.T.C.
use, for germanium transistors, ger-

Regrown Diffused silicon -transistor
manufacturing technique developed
by G.E.C. shows promise for reducing the difficulty of making silicon
devices, and at the same time increasing the usable " yield " of transistors from a batch. A small block
of silicon has placed upon it smaller
blocks heavily doped with arsenic
(n -type material) and boron (p-type
material) and the whole is heated
from above until only a part of the
original silicon block remains unmelted. On cooling, the heavily
doped materials re- crystallize (in a
pyramid shape) on to the block to
form a single crystal of, as the
arsenic is made predominant, n -type
material. Then, during baking at
high temperature, boron diffuses
from the n -type material to form a
p -layer between the silicon and nmaterial. This layer can be very
thin and controlled accurately. The
remaining block is cut into small bars,
each of which has the required transistor structure.

Electron -beam Alignment: One of
the problems associated with the use
of beams of high- energy electrons or
ions is that of ensuring that the beam
is properly focused and travelling in
the right direction, say along the axis
of a comparatively narrow tube. Observation of the beam with a fluorescent screen cannot be employed as
incidence of the beam upon a surface
could produce dangerous amounts of
radiation. A technique developed at
the Physics Department of Reading
University overcomes the difficulties
very simply. A diaphragm with a
central hole and two insulated metallic quadrants is introduced into the
apparatus so that the hole lines up
with the designed beam direction and
the beam is caused to rotate with
constant angular speed by means of
applied deflecting field : for an electron beam horizontal and vertical
deflection coils fed with two sine
waves having a 90 ° phase relation
could be used. In two quadrants the
beam will pass and in the other two
it will strike the plates producing an
output from them, which is displayed
upon a c.r.o. synchronized with the
rotating scan. If the beam is off centre then its time of travel between
or across the plates will be different,
so producing asymmetrical waveforms. Similarly, as the focus of the
beam is improved the time it takes to
move on to or off a plate is reduced,
thus the waveform becomes more
" peaky ". By adjusting for a spiky,
symmetrical waveform, correct beam
alignment and focus is achieved from
a remote, safe point : it is then necessary to switch off the deflection.
Another beam -alignment problem
is encountered when setting up high resolution c.r.ts. If the electron beam
emerges from the gun other than
along the axis of the magnetic fields
of focus and scan coils then distortions (usually defocusing and astigmatism) can occur. Thus to correct
for the manufacturing tolerances
either the focus coil and, possibly,
the deflector coils have to be offset, or
restoring influences applied with
small magnets. A procedure devel-

Epitaxial Transistors have a low
bottoming voltage combined with the
high collector-breakdown potential
and h.f. advantages of diffused construction. The ordinary diffused
transistor is made by taking a wafer
of high- resistivity material, which
has to be of reasonable thickness for
mechanical strength, and diffusing
impurities into it to form base and
emitter regions. Naturally, the high
resistivity of the collector region
results in a high bottoming voltage.
The epitaxial technique starts off
with a low- resistivity wafer (hence
EMITTER

II/ASE
COLLECTOR

HIGH -RESISTIVITY LAYER

LOW- RESISTIVYTY

SUPPORT LAYER-

Simplified diagram of section through
expitaxial transistor.

manium iodide vapour, whereas
Texas Instruments were showing
epitaxially -made transistors using
silicon. Further stages in the manufacturing process are similar to those
used for diffused-base transistors.

OTHER INTERESTING EXHIBITS
WE conclude with a number of items which do not fit neatly into the foregoing groups but which interested us and which seem worth recording.
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oped by E.M.I. shows promise of reducing the labour involved : for this
the focus coil is energized with a.c.
of a value such that the spot is
focused at the peaks d the a.c. As
the direction of the current is
reversed two separated focused and
one defocused spots (when the current is zero) will appear unless the
beam alignment is correct. Adjustment for coincident spots centred in
the defocused spot rapidly gives
optimum focus.
Cold- Cathode Trigger Tubes suffer
from a power limitation because ion
bombardment of the cathode causes
damage which results in "whiskers"
of cathode material growing on the
trigger electrode, so affecting the
level at which the tube " fires."
Mullard have found that, by using a
tubular cathode (formed from helically wound flat strip) with the trigger
electrode near a tab at one end of
the tube, the discharge moves into the
tube and, once inside, stays there
with a lower cathode voltage drop
than the open construction entails.
The trigger electrode does not " foul
up " and the power handling capacity
is improved with maximum permissible peak currents some three times
those of the conventional tube.

Analogue of Furnace for firing ceramics has been used by Morgan
Crucible to determine optimum design factors rather than an extensive
and time-consuming series of calculations which have to be modified
again and again as design work is
carried on and the original " guestimates " prove inaccurate. In the
analogue, electrical quantities represent the various parameters: for example charge represents heat; voltage, temperature; capacitance, thermal capacity; conductance, thermal
conductivity. Trigger circuits detect
changes in "temperature" and alter
the parameters of " heat input " and
" loss " and the time scale is compressed so that lsec on the analogue
represents half -an -hour of real (kiln)
time.
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Car Radio Licences

Satellite Communications

A DOMESTIC broadcast receiving licence permits

THE Post Office's decision to " go ahead with the

the licensee to use "one or more portable sound or
television broadcast receiving sets provided that
any such set is operated by a battery wholly
contained within the set and is not permanently
installed in any premises, vehicle, vessel or other
place." So far as car radio is concerned this has in
the past been interpreted in the summary of regulations published in the Wireless World Diary by the
phrase "a separate licence is needed for a set fitted
permanently in a motor car."
When asked recently to approve the Diary summary as is done periodically, the phrase was modified by the Post Office to read " a separate licence
is needed for a set fitted in a motor car or connected to the car battery." When we questioned the
modification we were told it is " a clarification of intention" and not a change in licence regulations.
This makes it quite clear that a portable set which
when used in a car is plugged into an amplifier unit
powered from the car battery and not from its selfcontained battery (as is now done by some manufacturers to give improved output) the set needs a
separate licence.

...

P.A. Show
THE object of the Association of Public Address

Engineers is " to promote and protect the interest
of public address and its allied services" (our italics).
The Association is, therefore, featuring at its annual
exhibition in March a display showing the advantages of using television with p.a. for gatherings
where the audience is accommodated in more than
one hall.
The show is being held on March 8th at the
King's Head Hotel, Harrow -on-the -Hill, Middx.,
and will be open from 11.0 to 6.30. Tickets are
obtainable free from exhibitors (listed below) or
direct from the A.P.A.E., 394 Northolt Road, South
Harrow, Middx.
Audix
Antone

C.T.H. Electronics
Chapman Ultrasonics
E.M.I. Electronics
Film Industries
G.E.C.
Lustraphone
Magnets BVC
Pamphonic Reproducers
Philips

Rendar Instruments
Reosound Engineering
Reslosound
S.T.C.
Shure

Tellux
Vortexion
H. Warren
Westrex
Whiteley Electrical
C. T. Wright

Components Show
AT the Radio and Electronic Components Show,
which opens at Olympia on May 30th, more than
250 exhibitors-an increase of nearly 50% on 1959
-will occupy an area four times as large as previous
shows organized by the Radio & Electronic Component Manufacturers' Federation. Admission to
the Exhibition, which will remain open for four days,
will cost 5s.
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erection of a ground radio station with a large
steerable aerial system for satellite communication
tests" was announced on behalf of the P.M.G. at
the annual dinner of the Telecommunications
Engineering and Manufacturing Association. Teams
of specialists from the U.S.A. and this country have
recently exchanged visits and discussed plans for
tests of transatlantic satellite communications.

"Space " Technology
TWO symposia being organized by the British
Interplanetary Society are of particular interest to
readers of Wireless World. The first is a one -day

programme of eight papers on communications
satellites presented by specialists from both this
country and the U.S.A. The meeting will be held
in the Council Room of the Federation of British
Industries, 21 Tothill Street, London, S.W.1, on
May 12th, from 10.0 to 5.0. The registration fee for
non -members is 1 gn.
The second symposium is a three -day meeting
arranged primarily to bring together scientists and
engineers from Western Europe to discuss the possibility of formulating a joint programme of space
research. This, the first European Symposium on
Space Technology, will open on June 26th and will
also be held at the F.B.I. The registration fee is
5

gn.

Registration forms and programmes for both
meetings are obtainable from The British Interplanetary Society, 12 Bessborough Gardens, London,
S.W.1.

Electronics in North East
N.E. ENGLAND'S first exhibition devoted exclusively to electronic engineering opens at Newcastle upon -Tyne on February 28th for three days.
Organized by the North East Industrial and
Development Association it is being held at the
City Baths Hall. The exhibitors include: Burgess
Products Co.; Derritron; Electricals (Laboratory);
Elliott Bros.; Farnell Instruments; Sir Howard
Grubb, Parsons & Co.; Heywood & Co.; Imhof;
Joyce, Loebl & Co.; Marconi Instruments; Measuring Instruments (Pullin); Microwave Instruments;
Morganite Resistors; Mullard; Murray Swanson &
Co.; Research and Control Instruments; Solartron;
Southern Instruments; Tyne Tees Television;
Wayne Kerr Laboratories; and Welwyn Electrical
Laboratories.
A number of colleges in the Region are providing
a combined display featuring educational facilities
in electronic engineering.
The exhibition opens at 2.0 on the first day and
at 10.0 on succeeding days. It closes each day at 8.30.
Admission 6d.
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N.R.D.C. Report
EXPERIMENTAL work based on a proposal by
Dr. D. Gabor for the direct generation of electricity
by a thermionic method is one of many projects
mentioned in the Report and Statement of Accounts
for the year July 1st, 1959 to June 30th, 1960 of
the National Research Development Corporation
(H.M. Stationery Office, is 6d). Income from royalties during the period rose to £259,000 compared
with £182,000 in the previous year, and expenditure
was £427,000 with forward commitments of
£739,000 for further developments of, for instance,
fuel cells and Hovercraft which are being actively
pursued. Sir William Black (chairman) in introducing the report said, " The wit of our brilliant
research scientists is of no value to the nation if
it is not quickly turned to industrial use. It is the
object of the N.R.D.C. to do just this...."

Trader Year Book
CONDENSED specifications of current sound
radio and television receivers and tape recorders;
valve and c.r.t. base connections; transistor types
and connections; and field -strength contour maps
of U.K. television stations are but a few of the
features of the 1961 edition of the "Wireless &
Electrical Trader Year Book." First published in
1925 the Trader Year Book has become the vade
mecum of the radio dealer and indeed of the radio
industry in general. All the features which experience has shown to be the most useful have been
retained and brought up to date; one of the most
useful of these being the directory of manufacturers' addresses. Prepared by our associate journal
Wireless & Electrical Trader it is published by Iliffe
Books Ltd., price 15s (postage is 6d).

IN BRIEF
British Association.-The Kelvin lecturer for the
annual meeting of the British Association, which will be
held in Norwich from August 30th to September 6th, is
Professor D. J. E. Ingram whose subject will be connected with micro -wave radio. Dr. Ingram, who was
appointed professor of physics at the University College
of North Staffordshire in 1959, was previously reader
in the electronics department of the University of Southampton.

T.E.M.A. Awards For Apprentices.-For the fourth
year the Telecommunications Engineering and Manufacturing Association has held a competition for the
three best final year apprentices of their member -firms.
The prizes, to the value of £25, were awarded to the
following at the Association's annual dinner on February
15th: P. G. C. Young, B.Sc., graduate-in- training with
G.E.C.; Peter Hunt, Dip. Tech., student apprentice with
A.T.E.; and E. T. Lamb, technician apprentice with
Ericsson.
Dover's permanent low -power television station was
brought into service on February 1st. The transmitter,
which shares a site near Swingate with an Air Ministry
station, operates in channel 2 with vertical polarization.
It is equipped with an 0.5kW vision transmitter supplied
by S.T.C. The station will later be equipped for
v.h.f. sound broadcasting.

Soviet television receivers adapted to receive 405 -line
transmissions will be demonstrated at the Soviet Industrial Exhibition which is being held at Earls Court,
London, from July 7th to 29th. Capital equipment as
well as consumer goods in the radio and electronics
fields will be among the 12,000 or more exhibits planned
for the nine sections of the exhibition.

" Applications of Analogue Computers " is the title
of a two -day symposium to be held at Loughborough
College of Technology on April 10th and 11th. It is
being organized jointly by the departments of electrical,
mechanical, aeronautical and chemical engineering. The
fee for the course, accommodation and meals, is 51 gn.
Brit.I.R.E. Membership.-The annual report of the
British Institution of Radio Engineers for 1959/60 records that on March 31st last the Institution had an
effective membership of 6,332 which shows a growth of
almost 1,000 in the past five years.

" The Satisfied User," a 30- minute sound colour film
illustrating some of the uses to which the ICT1200
series of computers is being put, is available on loan
from International Computers and Tabulators Ltd., Publicity Division, 149 Park Lane, London, W.I.
Soviet Production.-The number of television sets
manufactured in the U.S.S.R. last year totalled 1.7M
which was a 35% increase on the previous year's figure.
There was a 3% increase in the number of sound receivers bringing the total to 4.2M.

-A

Railway Telecommunications.
conference on rail-.
way modernization is being organized jointly by the
Institutions of Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, for May 3rd and 4th at the Institution of Civil
Engineers, Great George Street, London, S.W.1. One
of the five main papers is signal engineering and telecommunications and will be presented by J. F. H. Tyler,
chief signal and telecommunications engineer, S. Region,
British Railways.

A.S.L.I.B.=The annual conference of the electronics
group of the Association of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux will be held at Ashridge College, Berkhamsted, Herts., from April 21st to 23rd. At this the
group's third conference papers will cover both librarianship and information work with special reference to the
field of electronics. Further particulars are obtainable
from: N. E. C. Isotta, Ministry of Aviation, T.I.L.2.,
First Avenue House, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
The fee is £7.
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"Lifeline ",

a new portable transmitter- receiver for inflatable liferofts is strapped to the knees of the operator
and is powered by a hand- driven generator. The set,
which is produced by Clifford and Snell and marketed by
Marconi International. is pretuned to the international
R/T distress frequency (2182 kc/s) and can be used either
for speech or to radiate an automatic two -tose alarm signal.
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Personalities
Air Vice -Marshal Sir Leslie Dalton- Morris, K.B.E.,
C.B., Air Officer Commanding -in- Chief, Signals Command R.A.F. since 1959, has been appointed Air Officer
Commanding-in- Chief, Maintenance Command with the
acting rank of Air Marshal. Sir Leslie, who was
knighted in 1959, has been a signals specialist throughout his Service career. He was Deputy Chief Signals
Officer, Fighter Command, during the Battle of Britain.
In 1944 as Chief Signals Officer, Bomber Command, he
headed a team of specialists working on radio countermeasures operated by Bomber Command. Prior to
commanding No. 90 Signals Group, which was
raised to Command level
in 1959, he was Assistant
Chief of Air Staff (Signals). Earlier he commanded the R.A.F.
Central Signals Establishment. He is 54. Sir
Leslie's successor at Signals Command is Air
Vice-Marshal W. P. G.
Pretty, C.B., C.B.E., who
has been Director General
of Organization at the
Air Ministry since
October, 1958. In 1944
he was appointed deputydirector of radar in the
Air Ministry. The followA.V-M. W.P.G. Pretty
ing year he became
Chief Signals Officer,
Fighter Command, and in 1951 was appointed Director
of Electronics Research and Development (Air) at the
Ministry of Supply. Air Vice-Marshal Pretty is 51.

N. A. Twemlow, M.B.E., who is a director of a number of companies in the Pye group, has been appointed
to the board of E. K. Cole Ltd., and W. M. York, commercial director of E. K. Cole Ltd. becomes a director
of Pye Ltd. Mr. Twemlow was for a short time with
Ekco before he joined Pye in 1934. Mr. York, who has
been with Ekco since 1932, is also a director of Radio
Industry Exhibitions Ltd.

W. M. Chapman -Walker, C.B.E., M.V.O., M.B.E.,
who has been associated with Aerialite Ltd. for some
years as a member of its London organization, has
become a director. He was the first managing director
of the programme organization, Television Wales and
the West, and is joint general manager of the News of
the World organization. He represents Aerialite and
Television Wales and the West on the board of Wire vision Ltd.

Air Vice -Marshal W. E. Dutton, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
D.F.C., has retired from the Royal Air Force after 32
years' service and joined the board of E.M.I. Electronics
Ltd., as director responsible for Ministry work. He
played a prominent part in setting -up the London Air
Traffic Control Zone in 1946 and helped to create the
first international air traffic control organization in postwar Europe.
J. B. Webb, A.M.I.E.E., is appointed head of the valve
section of the B.B.C.'s Transmitter Department in succession to H. S. Walker, M.B.E., A.M.I.E.E., who has
retired. Mr. Walker joined the British Broadcasting
Company in 1922 as engineer -in- charge of the Bournemouth transmitter. Mr. Webb, who joined the B.B.C. in
1934, was for some time in the engineering secretariat
but since 1953 has been an engineer in the section of
which he now becomes head.

R. D. A. Maurice, Ing -Dr., Ing.E.S.E., A.M.I.E.E., is
appointed assistant head of the B.B.C.'s Research Department in succession to A. B. Howe, O.B.E., M.Sc.,
M.I.E.E., who recently retired after 36 years' service
with the Corporation. Dr. Maurice joined the Research
Department in 1939 and became head of the receiver
and measurement section in 1943. Since 1958 he hay
been head of the television group.

Dudley Saward, O.B.E., who is 47, has joined the
board of Bush Radio as managing director designate.
He recently resigned from the managing directorship
of Texas Instruments Ltd., which he joined on its
formation in 1956, but has remained a director. Mr.
Saward, who was Chief Radar Officer, Bomber Command, during part of the war, was for some time after
the war manager of navigation and telecommunications
for British European Airways.

Hector V. Slade, M.B.E., T.D., J.P., managing director
of the Garrard Engineering and Manufacturing Company, has joined the board of Plessey International Ltd.
It will be recalled that Plessey recently acquired Garrard.
Mr. Slade, who is 44, joined Garrard in 1935 and became managing director in 1957. He is chairman of
the council of the Radio and Electronic Component

Manufacturers' Federation.

R. J. F. Howard, a director of Lancashire Dynamo
Electronic Products Ltd. (a member of the Metal Industries group), has been appointed director of marketing for the group and will be primarily concerned with
the group's electrical companies. He remains a nonexecutive director of Lancashire Dynamo Electronic
Products and also joins the board of five other M.I. subsidiaries. He received his initial training with Harries
Thermionics and was for some years with the Mullard
organization where he was latterly concerned with industrial applications of valves. In 1945 he joined the
development staff of the English Electric Company and
two years later was appointed chief engineer of British
Electronic Products (now Lancashire Dynamo Electronic
Products). He is 40.
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D. Saward

J.

C. G. Bell

J. C. G. Bell has been elected to the board of Rank
Cintel as managing director designate. Mr. Bell, who
is 51, served in the R.A.F. during the war and was in
charge of air navigation research and development at
the Ministry of Supply. He joined the Sperry Gyroscope
Company in 1945 and since 1959, until he recently left to
join Rank Cintel, had been director and manager of the
Brentford division of the company.
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O. S. Puckle, M.B.E., M.I.E.E., of timebase fame, has
retired from E.M.I. where for the past five years he has
been chief lecturer and has travelled extensively overseas lecturing on the company's products. He joined
the company in 1948. His industrial career began at
Standard Telephones and Cables. This was followed
by a period with Marconi's where at one time he was
concerned with experimental work on 75cm transmission. He then joined A. C. Cossor where he worked for
many years with L. H. Bedford mainly on television
research and later on the development of radar receivers.

Charles P. Ginsburg, vice-president of the Ampex
Corporation of California and manager of the Corporation's advanced development, has been awarded the
Valdemar Poulsen gold medal by the Danish Academy
of Technical Sciences, for his " guiding spirit and principal participation in the development of the `video tape'
recorder." This is the seventh award of the gold medal,
named after the Danish scientist, since its introduction
in 1939 when Poulsen himself received it on his 70th
birthday.

Frank S. Richmond, who has been a director of A. H.
Hunt (Capacitors) since 1939, retired at the end of the
year. He originally joined the company in 1928. He
relinquished the position of deputy managing director
and sales director two years ago but remained on the
board as an executive director.
J. Maurice, managing director of Lustraphone Ltd.,
has been nominated president of the Association of Public Address Engineers for 1961/62. The election of
officers takes place on March 8th, the date of the Association's annual exhibition.

Two appointments are announced by Fortiphone Ltd.:

J. A. Steel becomes manager, hearing aid and machine

division; and I. W. Rae, manager, components division.
Mr. Steel was previously with Plessey for 10 years, the
last four of which were spent with Plessey Nucleonics as
production manager. Mr. Rae was previously a production manager at Elliott Brothers and was at one time
with the G.E.C.

N. Girton has been appointed manager,, home sales,
and C. R. Russell manager, export sales, by the M -O
Valve Company. Mr. Girton joined the company in
1950 and became engineer-in- charge of the u.h.f. and
microwave valve manufacturing section. In 1959 he
was appointed assistant manager (home sales). Mr.
Russell went to Wembley Research Laboratories, now
the Hirst Research Centre, of G.E.C. in 1947 where he
has been particularly concerned with the company's
mircowave programme.
Albert Lowe, managing director of International
Aeradio (Pakistan) Ltd., since its formation in 1949,
has retired. His radio career began in 1918, when he
joined the Marconi Marine Company as a wireless
operator. He went to Imperial Airways as radio operator
in 1933 and was for some time B.O.A.C. signals superintendent, Far East.
R. D. Stafford, A.M.I.E.E., works director of Cawkell
Research and Electronics, Ltd., now a subsidiary of
Simms Motor and Electronics Corporation, has been
appointed chief engineer of Cawkell's Industrial
Division. R. Reeves, A.M.I.E.E., is appointed chief
engineer, special products division, and D. Parker, B.Sc.,
senior engineer, special services. Cawkell's Research
and Development Division is now at 99, Uxbridge
Road, London, W.5, next door to the development
laboratories of the associate company, Dawe Instruments, Ltd.

P. G. A. H. Voigt, who has been in Canada since
1950, has joined the Telecommunications and Electronics Branch of the Canadian Government's Department of Transport. The Department regulates radio
operation in Canada as does the Post Office in this

country.

Having regrouped its Aeronautical Division (of which
Dr. B. J. O'Kane is manager) in new premises at Basildon, Essex, Marconi's have made the following appointments:- F. Wheeler, formerly sales and contracts
manager has been appointed deputy manager; G. P.
Parker, A.M.I.E.E., deputy chief air radio engineer
(development) since 1957, becomes manager, engineering
co- ordination; G. E. Beck becomes chief engineer,
navigational aids; and L. R. Mullin, chief engineer, airborne communications. Other new appointments
J. H. Gill, service manager; E. Swinney, systems
manager; B. J. Infield, sales manager; and C. A. R.
Mackley, contracts manager.

are:

The I.T.A. has appointed engineers -in-charge at three
of its new transmitters. Henry N. Salisbury, Assoc:
Brit.I.R.E., to Caldbeck, near Carlisle; Kenneth Archer,
Assoc.Brit.I.R.E., to Caradon Hill, Cornwall; and
George W. Stephenson, Grad.I.E.E., to Stockland Hill,
Devon. Mr. Salisbury, who is 32, was with the B.B.C.
for 14 years before joining the Authority in January,
1958. Mr. Archer, 36, joined the Authority in August,
1959, and Mr. Stephenson, 36, in April, 1958, both
after 18 years with the B.B.C.
Peter E. M. Sharp, A.C.G.I., B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E.,
general manager of Westrex Company Ltd., which he
joined last year, has been appointed a director of the
company. Immediately prior to joining Westrex he
was for some time personal assistant to the managing
director of the Troughton and Young group of companies.
C. A. P. Cannon, who has been with Measuring
Instruments (Puffin) Ltd. for 21 years, has become
general manager and is appointed to the board. He was
for some time production manager prior to his appointment last year as assistant to the managing director.

M. Esterson is manager of the newly- formed high power klystron division of the English Electric Valve Co.
This division has been formed to co- ordinate work previously done in separate divisions.

T. M. A. Lewis, B.Sc., author of the article on
a record equalizer on page 121, graduated at the Imperial

College of Science and Technology (where he read
mathematics) in 1959. He has since been a graduate
apprentice at the guided weapons establishment of
English Electric Aviation Ltd. at Stevenage. He is
23.

Major William Logan, general sales manager of Avo
Ltd., has been appointed to the board of the company,
and will assume the responsibilities of sales director.

OBITUARY
George G. Blake, M.Sc., F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E., well
known to " old timers " as author of the reference book
" History of Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," died in
Sydney on January 16th. For many years prior to going
to Australia he was radiographer to several hospitals.
Between 1940 and 1945 he was in the Physical Laboratory of the University of Sydney where he later taught
for a few years.

Hamish Kirkwood, secretary of the Association of
Dry Battery Manufacturers since 1951, died on January
19th aged 54. Since 1957 he had also been secretary
of the Accumulator Manufacturers' Association and of
the British Starter Battery Association.
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News from Industry
"Space" Consortium.-British Space Development
Company has been formed by a consortium of eight companies " to bring together a representative cross -section
of that part of the industry which is interested in the
development and exploitation of space for commercial
purposes." The eight parrcipating companies are
A.E.I., Associated Telev s_on, B.I. Callender's Cables,
Decca Radar, de Hav:lland, Pye, Rank Organization and
Rolls -Royce. Sir Robert Renwick was prime mover in
the formation of the company and Grp. Capt. D. Saward
(Rank), Grp. Capt. E. Fennessy (Decca) and J. Brinkley
(Pye) have been appointed as an organizing committee.
Marconi -Itek Agreement.-A five -year agreement
has been signed by Marconi's and the Itek Corporation,
of Cambridge, Mass., allowing Marconi's to manufacture in the U.K. more than 1,000 types of Hermes frequency- selective crystal filters produced by Itek
Electro- Products Company. Marconi's will be able to
market these in all countries of the " western world "
except the United States. Itek Electro-Products Company was formed last November as a result of the
merger between the Itek Corporation and Hermes
Electronics Company.

Industrial electronic control equipment designed and
manufactured over the past 15 years by Lancashire
Dynamo Electronic Products Ltd. is to be manufactured in the United States by Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company, of St. Louis, Missouri. The agreement also provides for a reciprocal flow of " know how "
between the two companies and the exchange of personnel for training.
Facsimile equipment designed by Alden Research
Foundation, of Westboro, Mass., will be manufactured
in this country by Redifon Ltd. The agreement between
the two companies also provides for Redifon to develop
the sales of Alden automatic " order-write " and banking systems throughout the U.K.
Elac Electronic Components Ltd. has been formed as
a subsidiary of Electro Acoustic Industries Ltd., to
develop and manufacture components other than loudspeakers and kindred acoustic products. P. W. Pannell,
previously chief television component engineer of Electro Acoustic Industries, has been appointed technical
director of the new company.
Admiralty Station. -The major part of the receiving
equipment at the Admiralty receiving station at Forest
Moor, near Harrogate, Yorkshire, was supplied by
Marconi's. The equipment includes a considerable
number of triple- and double -diversity receivers (some
for s.s.b. operation), telegraph recording units and electronic aerial exchange equipment.

Thermionic Products (Electronics) Ltd. have supplied
the first of their new transistor multi -channel recorders
for the Ronaldsway (Isle of Man) airport. The recorder's
-in tape provides for eight communication channels, a
time signal reference channel and a reserve channel for
emergency use.

i

Naval Radar.-The Kelvin Hughes 14/12 radar is
being installed in the smaller vessels of the Royal Navy.
It will incorporate a few additional features to make it
suitable for Naval use and will be known as Type 975.
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COMPAC.-Cable and Wireless have placed an order
worth £1OM with Submarine Cables Limited and
another worth £9M with Standard Telephones and
Cables Limited for cable and equipment for COMPAC,
the trans- Pacific telephone cable to be completed in
1964. Submarine Cables will supply 5,875 miles of
cable, 93 repeaters and the deep -sea housings for all
the 335 repeaters in the project, and S.T.C. 2,800 miles
of cable, 242 submerged repeaters and the 38 submerged
equalizers.
Bendix-Ericsson.-What was the instrument division
of Ericsson Telephones Limited forms the basis of a
new company, Bendix Ericsson U.K. Ltd. It is operating from High Church Street, New Basford, Nottingham. (Tel.: Nottingham 75115.)
Airfield Surveillance Radar. -An order for a substantial number of Cossor moving- target radars for installation at R.A.F. airfields in this country and abroad has
been placed with the company by the Ministry of
Aviation.

Allegro Sound Equipment is the new name adopted
by P.A.R. Electronics Co., 7 Avery Row, London, WA
(Tel.: Mayfair 9910), manufacturers of the Allegro tape
recorder. P. A. Rispoli, founder of P.A.R. Electronics.
is managing director.

Grundig. -The grand total of Grundig products
manufactured in Germany since 1947 now exceeds
10M. This total comprises 6.2M radio receivers (including portables), M radio gramophones, 1M television
sets, 2M tape recorders and dictating machines and
50,000 measuring instruments.
Dupol plastic film capacitors, which are manufactured in Italy by Ducati, are now being marketed in the
U.K. by W. Greenwood (London) Ltd., of 677, Finchley
Road, London, N.W.2. (Tel.: Swiss Cottage 3383.)
Zenith. -More than one million television receivers were produced and sold during 1960 for the
second successive yea; by the Zenith Corp. of Chicago.

OVERSEAS TRADE
Australia. -Ferranti have established

a computer
office at 65 Queen's Road, Melbourne. W. R. Arnott,
an Australian, is in charge of the office, where initially
a Sirius computer is to be installed, and assisting him is

Keith Nicol from the U.K.

Television Cameras. -Twelve E.M.I. image orthicon
cameras and associated equipment are being supplied to
the Canadian General Electric Co. who have been
awarded a C$500,000 contract to provide equipment for
Montreal's new television station, CFTM -TV.
Canadian Agents. -Alma Components Ltd. have
appointed Associated Electronic Components Limited,
of 1560 Avenue Road, Toronto 12, Ontario, to be their
agents for precision wirewound resistors in Canada.
Marine Equipment.-Five large new turbine tankers
being built in Sweden for Mobil Tankships Company
Ltd., of Bermuda, are to be fitted with radio equipment
and radar supplied by associated Electrical Industries.
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Accurate Record Equalizer
TRANSISTOR

PICKUP

STEREO

PRE-

AMPLIFIER

CIRCUIT

By T. M. A. LEWIS*, E.so., A.R.o.S.

THE unit to be described is intended for use
with high -quality magnetic pickup cartridges, and
features unusually- accurate equalization for the
standard microgroove recording characteristic. The
signal -to -noise ratio is of high-fidelity standard
and the total harmonic distortion is extremely low.
Two of the pre -amplifiers can be used with stereophonic cartridges, provided the battery is decoupled
so that cross -talk is minimized.
The specifications to which the unit was designed

are:

(1) Power supply 18V.
(2) Noise introduced by unit to be negligible

listening conditions.
(3) Equalization accuracy better than
20c /s to 20kc /s.

± 1dB

under
from

Total harmonic distortion < 0.1% at 100mV
output.
(5) Gain at lkc /s to be within ± 0.5dB of unity
(4)

T.M.S.

voltage gain when feeding a load
50k Q.
As the results show, these specifications were

achieved or bettered. The specification on equalization accuracy would seem unusually strict, but since
the better magnetic cartridges available today have a
frequency response which is flat within ±1 dB
from 30c /s to 15kc /s, it was thought worth while
to aim for an equalization accuracy at least as good
as that in specification (3). As far as the distortion
figure is concerned, this would seem to be the
accepted standard for high -fidelity reproduction.
Equalization.-Before describing the circuit, it
is proposed to describe how the equalization is
Figs.

I

(a) and (b). Two types of feedback amplifier.

(a)

effected.
The standard playback characteristic
(B.S. 1928: 1960 and R.I.A.A.) can be written as the

transfer function

f

.

w)

(1 +
- (1 + KjwT1)
(1 + iwT3)
jcwT2)

where to is angular frequency (24), K is the gain at
zero frequency, T, = 3,180µsec, T2 = 318µsec,
and T3 = 75/2sec.
Since it is necessary to use feedback to reduce
distortion, the possibility of including the equalization components in the feedback loop was investigated. The type of feedback used was determined by
the requirement that the unit should present a
load of not less than 50k0 to magnetic cartridges.
Two types of feedback are shown, in block form,
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
In Fig. 1(a), the closed loop gain will be Z, /Z2
and accurately defined, provided the open loop gain A
is high, and that Y, + Y2 + Y2n < AY where
Y, Y2 and Yin are the admittances corresponding
to Z, Z2 and R21, respectively. The closed loop
input impedance will be approximately Z2 since
Point B is a virtual earth. Thus Z2 must be greater
than 50k 0, which means that R;,, must be of the
order of 50kQ. This can be achieved with an emitter
follower, and this would be followed by a commonemitter stage to provide voltage gain. However,
the open loop gain, as provided by just this one
transistor, would not be sufficient to ensure accurate
definition of the closed loop gain. Thus, without
resorting to more than two transistors per channel
this type of feedback is unsuitable.
In Fig. 1(b) the closed loop gain will be 1 + Z, /Z2
and will be accurately defined when the open loop
gain is high. This being series feedback, the closed
loop input impedance will be high enough to provide
the correct loading for magnetic cartridges. The
magnitude of the closed loop gain is always greater
than unity, whereas the transfer function of equation
(1) approaches zero as the frequency approaches
infinity. Therefore, this type of feedback cannot
provide the complete transfer function specified in
equation (1). However, bass equalization is specified
by the transfer function

K (1 + jwT2)
_ (1 + jwT1)
where K T2 T, and w are as before, and use of the
fb(jco)

(b)

network shown in Fig. 2 will produce the above
transfer function.
Referring again to Fig. 1(b) then, provided that
the signal current in Z, is very nearly equal to that
in Z2 and provided the open loop gain A is high
compared with the maximum value of the gain
G(jw) when feedback is applied (a function of
*
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This is of the form
G Ú w)

-

Ki

= T,

where T,

1

+ jo,T2

+j,uT,
R

R,

-?

+R2

and K

=

1

-i- R1 /R2.

Thus if T, = 3,180 µsec, and 1.2 = 318 jLsec,
then G(j w) = fb (j w). Thus bas equalization can
be incorporated in the feedback loop.
In the circuit of Fig. 3, the components corresponding to R, C, and R2 in Fig. 2, are R6, C3,
and R4 respectively (and R6a, C3a, and R4a for the
other channel).
Treble equalization is accomplished by a simple
C -R network (formed by C5 and R9 in Fig. 3) with
a time constant of 75N.sec, which is equal to the
specified time constant. This C-R network is outside the feedback amplifier, and the time constant
will not be materially affected by the low output
impedance of the amplifier. The load on the output
may be as little as 50k i2 without affecting equalization
3

Fig. 2.

Feedback amplifier providing boss equalization.

frequency), then G(jw) = 1 + Z, /Z2 to a high
degree of accuracy.
In Fig. 2, Z, becomes R, in parallel with C,
and Z2 becomes R2. Thus
R, /jwC,
R,
Z
R,
j w T, -r 1
1/j w C,
where T, = R,C,
Therefore,
R,
G(jw)
i
T

-

+

R2 0(01.2

R2(jwTi +

1)

-}-

R2 00;1'2

+

1)

-(1

--

\\

Rl
Rl/
2/

1)

R,

[1 + j wT, ( R, R2
+ R2/
1 -F-

jar,

accuracy.
It should be pointed out that the accuracy of
equalization depends on component tolerances as
well as the amount of feedback.
Circuit Details.-The circuit diagram of two
pre -amplifiers is shown in Fig. 3. The transistors
used are Q1, GET 106, a p -n -p low-noise transistor;
and Q2, 0C140, an n -p -n transistor. A p -n -p and
n-p -n combination is used to facilitate direct coupling
+ 16V

R10

R7

R 3

82k

27k

I.2k

C3

02µ±2°I°

R1

270k

--i--

¡

R9

9V

I.5k
2°IoH.S.

CI
1µ I2Vwkg.

'
C°+-1

INPUT

-;-0)OUTPUT

C6

25µ
25Vwkg.

R2
120k

GET106

QI

9V

C5

0o5µ

-L

± 2°1°

Rs
18k

C2

25µ
15Vwkg.

C4

500µ
6Vwkg.
oV

RSa
18k

R2a
120k

1_j
INPUT a

Q

la

6E7106

\OUTPUT

Io
Cla.
4.1.IZVwkg.

!ha
270k

R9a.

I5k

R4a
18k

t 2 °I° H.S.
Ria
27k

!2°IoH.S.

Cid
O2µ ±2%
Ria.

82k

Circuit diagram of a stereo pickup pre -amplifier providing equalization for fine- groove records. All resistors are
*W, x-10% (H.S. means high stability) and all capacitors ±20% unless otherwise shown. The GETIO6 may be replaced
by an 0C44, 0C45 or XA102, but with a slightly higher noise level. The 0CI40 may be replaced by an 0C139, but with
Figs. 3.

more distortion.
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TABLE I: EQUALIZATION ACCURACY
Frequency c/s
Error dB

...

Frequency kc/s

...

1.5

20

30

40

-0.1

0

0

3

4

2

I

50

60

0

0

5

6

80

+0.1

I

7

1

100

-0.1

8

150

200

300

500

700

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

12

14

16

18

20

1,000

1

Error dB

...1

0

0

0

-0.1

-0.1

-0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1

-0.1

+0.1

+0.1

I

-F

0.2

+0.2

between the stages. The direct coupling avoids the is set by the potential- dividing chain of resistors
low-frequency attenuation and phase shift associated Rl, R2, and R8, which take approximately 30µA
with a coupling capacitor, thereby reducing the from the supply. By defining the potential in this
possibility of motorboating. Bass and treble equal- manner, d.c. negative feedback is applied from the
ization are accomplished separately; bass equaliza- emitter of Q2 to the base of Ql, thus stabilizing
tion within the feedback loop, and treble equalization the collector current of Ql. By using static comoutside. The d.c. conditions are stabilized by two plementary symmetry, direct coupling between
d.c. feedback paths.
Ql and Q2 is achieved, whilst maintaining the correct
The battery supply is decoupled by R10 and potentials so that the feedback from collector of
C6, so that cross talk is minimized. (Alternatively, Q2 to the emitter of Ql may be direct coupled.
the units may be operated from separate power
The unit should in general be capacitively coupled
supplies.)
into the succeeding amplifier, but the capacitor need
Input Circuit. -The first stage stands at approxi- not be larger than 0.5µF, provided that the load is
mately 300µA under quiescent conditions, and the not less than the recommended lower limit of
collector -base potential is approximately 3.5V. 50k12. (The load will be the input resistance to the
These conditions result in close to optimum operation next amplifier.)
of the GET 106 as far as noise level is concerned.
Performance. -The performance of the preAlthough the input may be applied between the amplifier is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
base of Ql and earth, it is possible to make the input
Table 1: Equalization Accuracy. -This was meaconnection such that much more cable capacitance sured using average samples of the transistors
may be tolerated. In this case, the cable will be specified, and Table I shows that the accuracy
double screened and is connected as follows:
was 4 0.2dB from 20c/s to 20kc /s. (This accuracy
(a) Outer screen: Between cartridge " earth " and
may be more conveniently expressed as + 2 centiearth on pre -amplifier.
(b) Inner screen: Left unconnected at cartridge end
and connected to emitter of QI at other end.
Table 2: Miscellaneous Tests and Measurements
(c) Inner wire: Between cartridge " live " and input
to pre-amplifier.
(1) A large amplitude signal at 0.1c/s caused very little
These connections considerably reduce the effect
ringing or overshoot.
of the cable capacitance, and enable longer cables
(2) When a square wave of 5V peak -to-peak at 20kc /s
to be used.
was applied at the input the output showed no trace
The reason for the reduction of the effect of cable
of ringing or overshoot.
capacitance is as follows. The cable capacity con(3) A resistor of 56052 was placed in series with the
sists of two capacities in series, one between signal
battery supply, and the equalization, even at bass
wire and inner screen, C say, and one between
frequencies, was completely unaffected.
(4) A load of 3,300pF at the output caused an attenuainner screen and outer screen, C,, say. The voltage
tion of 1dB at 20kc /s.
across C is very small compared with the input
(5) Input Impedance: 75kû at audio frequencies.
voltage (being e in Fig. lb), and therefore its effect
(6) Output impedance: 1.5kû at audio frequencies.
is much reduced. The voltage across C, will be
(7) Maximum input at 300, before clipping: 200mV
approximately the same as the input voltage, but
r.m.s. Maximum input at 15kc/s, before clipping:
instead of being associated with an input impedance
760mV r.m.s.
of 100 k û, Cb is now connected to the low im(8) Total consumption (2 pre -amplifiers): 2.6mA.
pedance point at the emitter of Ql (compare the
(9) Equalization accuracy completely unaffected when
impedance at the cathode of a valve).
unit was at 60 °C for one hour.
If C is the effective cable capacitance, and L the (10) The clipping level was reduced by 1dB under the
conditions of (9).
inductance of the cartridge windings, then there will
be a peak in the output at a frequency which is (11) When the supply was reduced to 7.5V, equalization
accuracy was
0.6dB, and the total harmonic
approximately 1 /2i.A/LC, if the input impedance of
distortion, measured at 3.5kc /s and 100mV r.m.s.
the pre - amplifier is so high that the resonant circuit
output, was
0.05 %.
formed by L and C is underdamped. But C, the (12) Cross talk between the units was better than 55dB
effective cable capacitance, is now very small, and
below 100mV r.m.s. at audio frequencies.
with usual values of L, the peak in the response will (13) The measured gain of the unit at lkc /s, feeding a
56kû load, was + 0.1dB relative to unity voltage
occur at a frequency well above audibility, and the
gain.
output will fall off thereafter.
D.C. Conditions. -The potential at the first base

-

,

!
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The accuracy was also measured using
bels!)
transistors different to those specified, having current
gains of 15 and 30 for QI and Q2 respectively, and
was found to be within + 0.5dB from 20c /s to
It should be noted that these values of
20kc /s.
current gain are lower than the manufacturer's
published lower limits for the transistors specified.
As noted previously, the accuracy of equalization
depends upon the tolerances of R4, R6, R9, C3 and
C5.
Distortion.-The distortion was measured at 3.5kc/s
because a filter was available which attenuated the
signal at 7kc /s by 70dB relative to the signal at
3.5kc/s. Thus a signal of 3.5kc/s with very little
harmonic content was available. The distortion
output of 100mV r.m.s. was unmeasurable, so
the figure at 150mV r.m.s. output was measured, and
found to be less than 0.015% total harmonic. When
the output is 150mV r.m.s. the input is approximately
300mV r.m.s. which is of the order of ten times
the peak output available from a magnetic cartridge
and a microgroove disc at 3.5kc /s.
Table 2: Miscellaneous Tests and Measurements.
Results (1) and (2) show that the pre -amplifier is very
stable. Result (3) shows that the unit's performance
will not deteriorate as the battery ages (i.e. as its
internal resistance gets higher). Result (6) indicates
that screened cable up to 15 feet in length may be
used at the output. Result (7) shows that the preamplifier will handle signals from a typical magnetic
cartridge at well below clipping level. Results (9)
and (10) show that the unit is unaffected by temperatures of up to 60 °C (which is 140 °F). Result (11)
shows that the performance is but little affected by
the supply voltage in the range 7.5 to 18V.
Noise. -To measure noise levels of better than
60dB with respect to 100mV r.m.s. requires a
very sensitive valve voltmeter. The most sensitive
valve voltmeter available had a full-scale deflection

-

-

of lmV r.m.s., and when the input of the preamplifier was terminated with a 600 S2 wirewound
resistor, the noise level did not register.
Listening Tests. -The unit was tested in conjunction
with a Decca "ffss" stereophonic cartridge, an SME
arm, and Leak power amplifiers, and the quality was
clean and smooth throughout the audio range.
The unit did not introduce audible noise when
connected to the above equipment. Even when the
supply was decreased to 3V, the difference in quality
was only just noticeable.
Construction. -The layout is not critical, and
the results should be within the design specifications
in all cases. (In fact, the equalization accuracy
should always be better than ± 0.5dB from 20c /s
to 20kc /s.) When two pre- amplifiers are built for
a stereophonic cartridge, then the signal- carrying
wires of the separate pre -amplifiers should not cross
or come near to one another, so that cross -talk is
minimized. Also, as shown in the circuit diagram,
the battery should be decoupled via R10 and C6
so that cross -talk due to an impedance in the battery,
which is common to both channels, is less likely to
occur.
The frequency response of the pre -amplifier may
be made flat by omitting C3, C5 and R9, in which
case the voltage gain will be 10 at all audio frequencies. The output impedance will then be close to
zero, and the input impedance will remain at about
75

kil.
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The pre- amplifier would seem to satisfy every
requirement for reproduction of the highest standard
and the equalization accuracy is better than in any
amplifier known to the author.
Credit is due to D. A. Smith, late of English Electric Aviation Ltd., for helpful suggestions during
the design of the unit.

Industrial Groups -V
AT the annual general meetings of both Camp Bird
Ltd. and its associates Hartley Baird Ltd., shareholders
asked if a list of companies within each group could be
included m future annual reports. These suggestions
were readily accepted by the respective chairmen, John
Dalgleish (Camp Bird) and A. W. M. Hartley. As it

will be nearly a year before effect can be given literally
to these requests, we feel we may be doing a service
to readers by publishing a list of companies in the
Camp Bird Group of which Hartley Baird is a member.
Camp Bird is an old -established mining company
with interests in Colorado and Canada but during the
past few years its operations have been widened considerably and the group of nearly 40 companies now
includes manufacturers of electrical, electronic, plastics
and mechanical equipment and cold -forging plant.
John Dalgleish, the present chairman and managing
director, joined the group when his company, Sapphire
Bearings Ltd. was acquired. Sapphire Bearings, which
was started in East London in 1952 with one machine
for grinding sapphire tips for gramophone styli, became
in three years " the largest sapphire engineering factory
in the world." Its title was changed to E.V. Ltd. but
is now operating as Electronic Reproducers (Com-

ponents) Ltd.
Four years ago the Hartley Baird Group was acquired
by Camp Bird. It was in 1954 that Baird Television
Ltd. was amalgamated with the Hartley group of companies and the group became known as Hartley Baird.
It continued for some time to produce domestic television receivers with the trade name Baird, but it will
be recalled that Hartley Baird recently sold Baird Television Ltd. to Radio Rentals who now use the trade
name Baird for their sound and television receivers.
We conclude this very brief and abridged history of
the Camp Bird Group with some figures from the
1959 -60 accounts. The group's share capital and
reserves total £3,879,786. Its fixed assets are £2,296,417.
The 1959 -60 trading profit was £295,323 compared with
£366,345 the previous year. The group, however, incurred a consolidated loss of £163,028 (after taxation
and the transfer of £278,898 to capital reserve) against
the previous year's profit of £272,151. The group's
present constitution is:Bird
Bird Finance
Bird Industries
Bird Investment Trust
Bird Mining
Bird Securities
Cold Forging
Coolers & Venders
Creston Electric
Electronic Reproducers
Electronic Reproducers
(Components)
Grahams Trading Co.
Hanworth Engineering (Aircraft)
Inductoforce
Kelly Acoustics
Lambert & Son (Eastcheap)
Limit Engineering Group
Limit Manufacturing Co.
Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp

Limit

Sales

Limit Tools & Gauges
A. Prince Industrial Products
Rubber Plastics
Tenaplas
Vending Supply & Service
West European Industries

Hartley Baird
Baldwin, H. J., & Co.
Baldwin Central Products
Baldwin Durawire Cable Co.
Baldwin Engineering
Equipments

Duratube & Wire
Hartley Installations
National Rejectors
Salopian Industries (Me.als)
Thermat
Waldogram Properties
Wireohms (Universal)
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Transatlantic
Radiotelegraphy
PRESENT

PERFORMANCE

AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

E ARLY experiments

with very low frequencies led
to the establishment in 1907 of the first commercial
transatlantic radiotelegraph circuit, the two terminals
being Clifden in Ireland and Glace Bay in Canada.
Due to the very long wavelengths involved (several
thousands of kilometers) the efficiency of the aerial
was low, its dimensions being necessarily relatively
small. In consequence, despite the use of transmitters of several hundreds of kilowatts, the effective
radiated power was often too small to produce a
signal at the distant receiving terminal of sufficient
strength to overcome interference from the high
level of atmospherics experienced on these wavelengths. It will be appreciated that sharply directive
receiving aerials designed to discriminate against
such interference are impracticable on very low
'requency systems. Nevertheless a worthwhile improvement of signal- to-interference ratio was freiuently obtained by the use of suitably spaced
Bellini -Tosi aerials associated with the radio receiving site.
Transmission was by Morse code at an average
speed of about 20 words per minute, the precise speed
being frequently adjusted (using the Z code) by quite
small amounts throughout the day and night to
suit the changing conditions of reception (e.g., ZSS3
= send 3 words per minute slower). The field
strength of the signal and atmospherics were, as
now, subject, independently, to diurnal and seasonal
variations, and atmospherics also exhibited diurnal
and seasonal changes in their predominant direction
of arrival. On very rare occasions automatic reception at 50, or more, words per minute was possible
such occasions were probably coincident with the
appearance of solar flares, the effects of which, we
now know, may significantly increase the D- region
ionization, and thus increase the intensity of
v.l.f. sky-wave propagation. Unfortunately atmospherics from distant sources may also increase in
intensity under such conditions.
By 1924 the number of long -distance low -frequency radio stations was about 50, but despite the
high degree of technical efficiency reached by that
date the proportion of world traffic carried by radiotelegraphy was extremely small.
Operation at High Frequency.-By 1926, however,
a revolutionary change had taken place in that the
short-wave (i.e., high frequency) beam system had
been proved and introduced commercially. Transmitters of about 20kW in power enabled telegraph
speeds of up to 300 words per minute to be recorded
over extreme distances of the earth, and commercial
circuits were set up in the United Kingdom to work
with Australia, Canada, India and South Africa.
The use at the transmitter of highly directional
aerials (made practicable by the use of high fre-

quencies) enabled the signals to be concentrated in
the required direction thereby significantly increasing the effective radiated power. The use at the
receiver of similar aerials resulted in a considerable
improvement in signal -to- interference ratio, except
of course when the direction of arrival of the desired and undesired signals was substantially similar.
Within two or three years several hundred high
frequency stations had been set up, and the whole
world became linked up by long-distance radiotelegraph channels. Analyses of circuit performance and frequency usage, and their subsequent
correlation with solar, magnetic and other data
materially assisted the development of long- distance
radiotelegraphy disclosing, for example, that the
optimum frequencies on any given route were critic*Royal Naval Scientific Service.
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By A. M. HUMBY,* M.I.E.E.
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Similar data to Fig. 3 but for December 1958; year of
maximum solar activity.
Fig. 4.

ally dependent upon the epoch of the 11 -year solar
cycle, for any given time of day and season.
It very soon became apparent that, apart from
solar -cycle considerations, certain circuits such as
the transatlantic (the great circle paths of which
pass close to, or through, the auroral zone) may be
seriously disrupted at times of high magnetic activity, for example at the equinox periods. Figs. 1

and 2 depict the monthly performance, averaged
over the number of years, of a London /Montreal
and á London /Halifax circuit respectively, and it
126

periods, deterioration on each circuit being somewhat worse in March than in September.
In these days the upper and lower frequency
limits for the operation of any circuit at any given
season and time of day may be forecast within a
fairly high degree of accuracy, and it is clear from
such forecasts that the range of useful frequencies
for a given season is considerably less in solar
minimum years than in solar maximum years. Sec,
for example, Figs. 3 and 4 which compare such
data for the month of December in 1954 (solar
minimum) with the same month in 1958 (solar
maximum). The effect -of a large magnetic storm is
to severely restrict the frequency band as forecast
for normal conditions; in consequence should a peak
of magnetic activity coincide with low values of
solar activity, such as in 1952' (solar minimum was
in 1954) widespread interruptions to circuit operation would occur".
The extent to which the transatlantic route may
be affected by such a coincidence of high -magnetic
and low -solar activity may be estimated from Fig.
5 which shows that the average number of printing
hours per day of the London /Halifax circuit mentioned earlier in this article was as low as 16 for
the 12 months ending May, 1952, as compared with
over 22 hours for the 12 months ending May, 1957.
Data for each individual month of the former
period is shown in Fig. 6 from which it will be
noted that the worst month was March, 1952, when
the average number of printing hours per day fell
to 12. The diurnal change in performance for
this month (of high-magnetic and low -solar activity)
is compared in curve B, Fig. 7, with that for March,
1959, curve A, Fig. 7 (a month of low-magnetic
and high -solar activity).
The well -known 27-day recurrence tendency of
magnetic disturbance, so characteristic of solar
minimum years, was the main contributory factor
to the difficulties experienced in transatlantic communication during the 12 months ending May, 1952.
This recurrence tendency is illustrated in Fig. h
which plots magnetic activity in rows of 27 days
each. In such a diagram, January 10th, 1952, for
example, is directly over February 6th, 1952, and
the 27-day interval represents one complete rotation
of the sun. Presumably very active solar areas
were continuously erupting streams of particles
which swept across the earth for several solar
rotations.
A substantial improvement in the performance of
transatlantic radiotelegraph circuits operating in the
high-frequency band can be effected by the introduction of a relay station so sited that the two legs
of the system are directed away from the zone of
auroral activity. Ascension Island and Barbados
have proved to be suitable locations for such a
relay station.' However, in the case of severe magnetic storms unacceptable interruptions to traffic
handling may still occur despite the use of a relay
station. A recent example was the unusually intense
storm of lst/2nd April, 1960, which severely affected
a considerable number of high- frequency circuits
for periods varying from 24 to 36 hours.
Recent Developments and Future Trends.-Experience over the past few years has shown that a chain
of stations operating by means of ionospheric and
tropospheric scatter suffers significantly less interWIRELESS WORLD, MARCH 1961
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ruption than the conventional direct, or relay, high frequency link. In scatter systems of this type a
small amount of the radio-wave energy is scattered
from regions well above the earth's surface to areas
beyond the transmitter horizon, the exact mechanism
of propagation, however, being still not completely
understood.
Largely because of signal-to- interference considerations ionospheric scatter systems operate normally in the 30- to- 40 -Mc/s band with transmitter
output powers of the order of 50 to 100kW, associated with directive aerials, usually of the " corner
reflector " type. The channel capacity is often
limited to about four telegraph and one telephone
channels, and the range of operation is from about
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Fig. 6. Monthly average performance over the London Halifax radio circuit from
June 1951 to May 1952.

Tropospheric scatter systems, on the other hand,
have a useful frequency range of from about 200 to.
5,000Mc /s, and a channel capacity of many tens of
telephone, or hundreds of telegraph, channels. They
frequently operate with transmiter powers of some
20kW, or more, associated with 30- to 60-ft diameter
dish " aerials. The range of operation however is
often restricted to about 200 or 300 miles, but the
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performance of well -engineered systems is usually
very high. Under certain conditions, notably over
sea routes, the above range may be extended to some
600, or more, miles.
With ionospheric scatter systems problems may
sometimes arise from the occurrence of Sporadic-E
reflections (and of F -layer reflections at times of very
high -solar activity). In addition, circuit performance
For
may be adversely affected by solar flares.
example, as a result of the big solar flare of February
23rd, 1956, measurements of signal strength of five
ionospheric scatter circuits in high geomagnetic
latitudes showed that abnormally high absorption
was present during the sunlit hours of the next three
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or four days'. As a result widespread interruptions
to circuit operation occurred.
The demands for transatlantic radio- communication continue to increase, and it is now generally
believed that satellite communications, using frequencies between about 1,000 and 10,000Mc /s, may
well offer the best means for satisfying such demands.
Indeed, transmission of radio signals
between the earth and artificial earth satellites and
other space objects is now an established fact.,
the need for extensive field trials is
stressed before definite conclusions may be reached
as to the practicability of obtaining signals
sufficiently free from distortion and interterenec to
meet the modern demands for continuously reliable
high-speed multiplex telegraphy and data transmission.

The period 1963 to 1966 is likely to be one of
extreme difficulties on the conventional high frequency circuits; such difficulties may be even
more pronounced than those of 1952 to 1955 (referred to earlier in this article) on account of the
ever increasing volume of traffic and number of
users.
Progress in space research has been truly
phenomenal in the past few years, so much so in
fact that satellite communication systems have been
stated to be " just around the corner!" Time alone
will show whether, or not, such systems may
alleviate the inevitable difficulties with which the
radio engineer responsible for high- frequency transatlantic radiotelegraphy will be faced about two or
three years hence, difficulties at least of the order of
those indicated in Figs. 6 and B of Fig. 7.
Acknowledgements.-The author wishes to thank
Miss S. S. Aucken and B. W. Smith of the Royal
Naval Scientific Service for their assistance in the
presentation of the data in this article.
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TICKETS for the Audio Festival and Fair, which is
being held at the Hotel Russell, London, from April
6th to 9th, are obtainable free from audio and radio
dealers; the Festival Director, 42, Manchester Street,
London, W.1; or from the editorial offices of Wireless
World. Applicants are asked to enclose a stamped
addressed envelope. The Festival will be open each day
from 11.0 to 9.0, but on the first two days admission up to
4.0 is restricted to holders of trade tickets which are
issued to bona fide dealers and members of the industry.
There will be about 70 exhibitors at the show, most of
whom will have demonstration rooms as well as stands.
of the exhibitors are from overseas.
About
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Applications of

Frequency- Sweep Oscillators
2.- DIFFERENTIAL

AND DERIVATIVE

By R. BROWN

TECHNIQUES

(Continued from page 61 of the February 1961 issue)

AS has already been mentioned, the oscillator
output always varies during the sweep. Even with
the most careful design this variation cannot be
reduced to less than about +0.1dB, and with many
instruments the output variation is considerably
greater than this. This sets the limit to the accuracy
with which any piece of equipment can be aligned
using a direct amplitude /frequency display.

Differential Measurements
It

is possible, however, using what are called
differential methods', which display the difference
between input and output of the equipment, to
see variations in the amplitude /frequency character-.
istic which are as small as 0.01dB. Alternatively,
differential methods will allow the use of a much
cheaper instrument, having a large output variation
with frequency, for precision applications.
The block diagram of a suitable set -up is shown
in Fig. 8. This type of measurement technique is
particularly suitable for the examination of the
flat (or normally flat) top of the pass -band of the
equipment under test. Both the input and the
output of the equipment under test are monitored
using two detectors. For best results both detectors
should work at the same voltage level, so an attenuator should be included and adjusted to bring the
overall gain of the amplifier-attenuator combination to unit. The output from these two detectors
are then combined in a differential amplifier, whose
output will be the difference between signals applied
to the input and output probes. This difference
signal can be amplified and then displayed on the
oscilloscope, If, at any frequency, the gain of the
equipment under test varies from that value for
which the attenuator was set, there will be an output signal from the differential amplifier. Measurements thus made are independent of the degree
of flatness of the output of the frequency -sweep
oscillator.

portion of the discriminator characteristic is linear,
possibly within about 0.1dB. It would be rather
difficult to see such small departures from linearity
on a conventional amplitude /frequency display; if a
display of the first derivative of the amplitude/
frequency characteristic is produced, then such
small departures from linearity can be easily seen.
Such a display can be produced with the aid of
a composite signal, which consists of a frequencyswept signal additionally modulated in frequency
at a much higher rate with a small deviation. Such
a signal can be produced by mixing the output
from a frequency-sweep oscillator with the output
from a f.m. signal generator'.
How this signal can then be used to display the
first derivative of the amplitude frequency characteristic can be seen from Fig. 9. which shows the
characteristic of a typical wideband f.m. discriminator. The level of the modulation frequency in
the output from the discriminator will, at any one
point, depend upon the slope of the discriminator
characteristic at that point: the greater the slope,
the higher the level of the modulating frequency
in the output. If the discriminator has been adjusted so that its characteristic is linear over the
centre portion then the level of the modulation
frequency in the output will remain constant as
the frequency is swept across this band. Any departures from linearity will, however, show up as
variations in the level of the modulation frequency.
The output from the discriminator can, of course,
FREQUENCY
SWEEP

EQUIPMENT
UNDER
TEST

OSCILLATOR

ATTENUA''

INPUT
PROBE

First Derivative of Amptitude /Frequency
Characteristic
In some applications where the direct display of
the amplitude/frequency characteristic does not
provide sufficiently accurate information to allow
of the correct alignment of the equipment under
test, an alternative method to differential measurements may be used. An example of this type of
application is the alignment of the f.m. discriminators
used in wideband multi -channel links. In order
that the crosstalk between channels in such a link
is kept to a minimum, it is essential that the centre

DIFFERENTIAL
AMPLIFIER

DISPLAY
C.R.O.

Fig. 8. Apparatus set up for differential measurements which
overcome difficulties due to variations of oscillator output.
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Apparatus for display of first derivative of amplitude/
frequency characteristic.
Fig. 10.

(a)

Fig. 9. (o) Production of first derivative of f.m. demodulator
( "S "- curve) showing effect at two different
points in the sweep and (b) display produced on c.r.o.

characteristic

be amplified before being displayed, and in this
way very small variations in discriminator linearity
can be shown.
The display will, of course, show the average
slope of the discriminator characteristic between
A and A. The closer together f, and f., are made,
that is, the narrower the deviation of the f.m. signal
generator, the more accurate the display. The
narrower the deviation, however, the lower the
signal to noise ratio in the output, and the choice
of deviation must be a compromise between accuracy and signal -to -noise ratio. There is a commercial
instrument available which makes use of this technique, and in this instrument the deviation chosen
is ±150kcis at 20kc /s.
The display can be calibrated by altering the
level of the modulation in the output. The voltage
displayed is proportional to the level of the modulation frequency in the output, so lowering this level
in steps of, say, 0.2dB allows calibration lines at
these levels to be drawn on the graticule of the
display oscilloscope. The block diagram of the
complete test arrangements for displaying the first

derivative of the amplitude/frequency characteristic
is shown in Fig. 10. Although the display of the
derivative an f.m. discriminator characteristic has
been described, this technique can be used to
measure small non -linearities in many other types
of characteristic. The transfer characteristics of
valves and transistors are an example.

Phase Frequency Characteristic
In many applications, such as linear bandpass pulse
amplifiers and amplitude -limited f.m. systems, the
conditions for optimum operation are not that
the amplitude /frequency characteristic should be
flat, but that the phase /frequency characteristic
should vary linearly with frequency. It is rather
difficult to display the phase/frequency characteristic
130

directly, and in modern amplitude- limited f.m.
systems, the quality requirements are such that
significant distortion can be introduced by curvature
of the phase /frequency characteristic which would
not be detectable on such a display. It is, however,
possible to display the group delay of the system,
or alternatively to display the second derivative
of the phase /frequency characteristic of the system.
Such a display will provide all the information
necessary for accurate alignment.

Group -delay Measurements
The basic arrangement for the measurement cf

group delay by point -by-point methods is shown in
Fig. 11. The r.f. output from the signal generator
at a frequency to (c/ s) is amplitude modulated by
the output from the l.f. oscillator. This l.f. oscillator has a sinusoidal output at a frequency p (c /s).
The amplitude modulated signal is passed through
the network under test, and demodulated. The
phase of the demodulated 1.f. signal p is compared
with the phase of the l.f. oscillator output in a
phase meter. The indicated phase difference will
depend upon the group delay time of the network
at the frequency w.
In Fig. 12 is shown the phase /frequency characteristic of a typical network. For small values of p
the phase shift of each sideband relative to the
carrier frequency will be proportional to the slope
of the phase /frequency characteristic at the frequency
w, and it will be equal to p.d¢ /dw. The phase of the
l.f. signal from the demodulator will also be shifted
by this same angle. The phase meter will, therefore,
indicate a phase difference p where:
(4)

(secs) is the group delay at the frequency
Radians are the units for 0.
T

w.

Thus if the frequency of the signal generator output is varied over the passband of the network under
test, then any change in the group delay will produce
a corresponding change in the reading of the phase
meter. This reading will be directly proportional to
the group delay, and hence the meter can be calibrated directly in group- delay-time units, usually
millimicroseconds.
The main difficulty with this type of measurement
WIRELESS WORLD, MARCH 1961

that of sensitivity. This becomes more and more
as the accuracy of measurement is increased. From Fig. 12 it can be seen that the group
delay actually measured is the average group delay
between (w -p) and (w+p). To obtain the maximum
possible accuracy, the value of frshould be as small as
possible. Unfortunately, the final value of phase
shift measured by the phase meter is directly proportional to p, and this can be very small for high
accuracy systems. As an example, using a frequency
of 50kc /s for p, a group delay variation of 1 µs

i

s

a difficulty

tor used will be part of the equipment under test
and will be followed by video- frequency stages.
The demodulator will give a certain amount of coupling between the video and i.f. stages and the displayed characteristics of the i.f. stages will depend
to some extent on the degree of coupling. With
wideband i.f. circuits the level of the signal is usually
quite low and, consequently, the demodulator does
not work over the linear portion of its characteristic. As a result the coupling between the video
and i.f. stages will depend upon the level of the
signal. Hence the characteristics of the i.f. stages
and, therefore, the phase shift of the frequency p will
vary with different signal level. This variation in
phase shift will be interpreted on the display as a
change in group -delay time and errors will be
recorded. This effect is not serious, however, as,
for any given signal level and to a first approximation,
the phase shift will not vary significantly over the
frequency band of the equipment. Measurements
made at different signal levels will thus give group delay characteristics which are of identical shape;
but which are shifted vertically by amounts depending upon the signal level. The absolute value of the

corresponds to a phase variation of only 0.017 °.
The phase -difference output with point-by-point
measurements is, of course, a direct voltage or current
and stable amplification of this signal is difficult.
Sweep Technique.
the signal generator is replaced with a frequency -sweep oscillator and the
phase meter with a device which will give a voltage
or current output proportional to phase difference,
then the usual sweep oscillator advantages of saving
in time and skill will be obtained'. There will now
be an output signal which is proportional to phase
difference and, as it is an alternating -current signal
it is easy to amplify. There is, however, a disadvantage to the use of the swept-oscillator technique,
a disadvantage which largely cancels out the advantage of having an easily amplified alternating current output. This is that the bandwidth of the
measuring circuits has to be very considerably
increased. It can be as low as lc /s for point -by -point
AO
methods; but may have to be increased to several
oQ
thousand cycles for sweep -oscillator measurements
so producing a considerable increase in the noise
level. The level of the a.c. phase -difference signal
will be proportional to the frequency of the modulatI¡
ing signal, p, and so by increasing p the signal to
li
noise ratio can be increased; but this will, of course,
,w\
be at the expense of accuracy. There are several
w -p w+p
instruments available commercially, and in these a
frequency of 100kc /s has been chosen as the best
Fig. 12. Phase shift/frequency characteristic
compromise between noise level and accuracy.
a network, showing principle of group -de.
measurements.
The output from the demodulator will now consist
of a p- frequency signal whose phase will vary as the
frequency of the swept oscillator sweeps across the group delay is not important for most purposes
passband of the network under test. This output the important thing is how the value varies over the
can be fed into any conventional phase detector frequency band -and any constant shift in the group and thence displayed on an oscilloscope. As a refer- delay characteristic can be ignored.
ence p- frequency signal is available from the l.f.
This effect is, of course, also apparent when
oscillator a detector of the monde type (EQ80) making point -by-point measurements but here it is
is suitable. Some form of limiter stage preceding
possible to connect a meter to read the level of the
the phase detector will help to reduce the effects of direct component of the demodulator diode output.
noise.
The signal- generator output can then be adjusted at
Detector Distortion -Some means of maintaining each frequency to give a constant reading. With a
constant the level of the i.f. signal at the detector frequency-sweep test, this adjustment of diode
diode is usually necessary. In most applicatons of signal level must obviously be done automatically
this method of measuring group delay the demodula- and this can be achieved by the use of the direct
component of the diode output to control the gain of a
variable -t, amplifying stage connected between the
NETWORK
frequency -sweep oscillator output and the input of
SIGNAL
MODUL ATOP,
UNDER
GENERATOR
the equipment under test.
TEST
If a valve with a suitable h /v4 characteristic is
chosen for the control amplifier position, then the
control voltage can be made roughly proportional
to the logarithm of the gain of the equipment under
test. This control voltage can then be displayed on
I.
OSCILLATOR
the second beam of the oscilloscope used to display
PHASE METER
the group delay, which will give a simultaneous
display of the group-delay and amplitude /frequency
characteristics.
This technique is particularly
Fig. 11.
Point-by -point measurements of group delay. The
signal generator is, of course, an ordindry manually tuned type.
useful when the equipment under test is a filter
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Display Calibration. -This can be done by switch-

ing a phase -shifting network in the path of either the
comparison frequency signal to the phase detector,
or in the path of the demodulated frequency-p
signal. If we call the fixed phase shift introduced
0, the result of switching it into circuit will be to
move the whole displayed delay curve vertically
over a distance corresponding to a delay equal to

44.

Calibration of the amplitude scale may be carried
out with the aid of the swept -oscillator attenuator;
but the frequency axis presents difficulty, for active
frequency markers which pass through the equipment under test cannot be used. This is because the
marker output frequency, as well as the swept oscillator output frequency, will be modulated by the
frequency -p signal. The input voltage of the equipment under test will thus consist of two carrier
frequencies, each with two sidebands (assuming
only one marker is used). As a result of the beating
which will occur between the swept-frequency carrier
with its sidebands and the marker carrier with its
sidebands a number of extra frequency-p components will be produced at discrete frequencies of
the swept signal. At each of these discrete frequencies the extra frequency -p component will cause a
sudden phase shift in the detector output, a phase
shift which will show up as a shift in the displayed
delay characteristic. A number of markers will
thus be displayed, instead of a single marker. If
active markers are used, they will have to be of the
kind which does not pass through the equipment
under test: alternatively passive markers may be
used.

The phase /frequency characteristic of a network can
be adjusted to vary linearly with frequency with the
help of a display of the second derivative of the
phase /frequency characteristic. If this characteristic does vary linearly with frequency over the
required bandwidth then the second derivative
of the characteristic will be zero over the same
band (Fig. 13).
The second derivative can be displayed quite
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Fig. 13. (a) Example of a phase/frequency relationship compared with (b) its first derivative and (c) second derivative.
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Fig. 14. Equipment arranged to display the second derivative
phase /frequency characteristic.

i
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easily by making use of the fact that if a frequencymodulated signal is passed through a network,
then the amount of second -harmonic distortion of
the modulating frequency introduced by the network
will be proportional to the second derivative of its
phase /frequency characteristics. The relationship
can be expressed in the following manner:(5)
IN = iwoA û1d20 /dw21., s
where D2 is percent. second harmonic distortion
in the output: i.e. 132 = 100 (level of 2nd harmonic
in output /level of fundamental in output)
wo = 271,,, where
is modulating frequency
in c /s.
tZ = 2710 where fa is the deviation frequency
in c /s.
and Id2¢ /dw21 = absolute value of the second
derivative of the phase /frequency characteristic
at the carrier frequency.
Here w /2,r is the frequency deviation, that is, the
width of the phase/frequency characteristic occupied by the frequency -modulated signal (c /s).
tk is the difference in network phase shift between
the upper and lower limits of frequency deviation
(radians).
Thus a display of the second -harmonic distortion
of an f.m. signal passing through the network on
one axis and frequency on the other axis will present
quantitatively the data concerning the phase -curve
curvature in the frequency band of interest.
If the output from a swept oscillator is combined
with the output from a f.m. signal generator, the
composite signal produced is suitable for use in
a display of this sort. In Fig. 14 is shown the basic
arrangement. Outputs from the frequency-swept
oscillator and the f.m. signal generator (which has
a frequency deviation f, at a modulation frequency
fm) are combined in a mixer, and the output from
the mixer is fed in to the equipment under test.
The output from the equipment under test is fed
into a wideband low- distortion discriminator whose
output will consist of the modulation frequency
f», and, if there is any curvature of the phase/

f,

Derivative Display of Phase /Frequency

an

DEVIATION
MODULATION

E

frequency characteristic, the harmonics of the modulation frequency. The modulation frequency f,,
and third and higher harmonics are removed by a
suitable filter, and the second harmonic of
is

f,
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As with group-delay measurements the loading on

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Two typical second- derivative displays obtained with the
equipment shown in Fig. 14. (o) shows the type of trace resulting
from an amplifier that has been aligned to give a flat- topped
amplitude /frequency characteristic, whilst (b) is the display
given by on amplifier which has a phase /frequency characteristic

varying linearly with frequency.

passed to the y- amplifier of the display oscilloscope.
The timebase of the oscilloscope is locked to the
sweep of the frequency -sweep oscillator. A phase adjusting network is included between the timebase
of the swept oscillator and the timebase of the oscilloscope. Also an amplifier is usually required between
the equipment under test and the discriminator.
The phase-adjusting network enables the displayed waveform to be produced in the correct
relationship with the horizontal deflection voltage
applied to the oscilloscope; i.e. it can be made to
appear on the " portion " of the sweep waveform
responsible for its generation. Such a network
may be necessary whenever the equipment being
tested introduces an appreciable delay.
The filter must be adjusted to avoid excessive
ringing as a result of the fast -changing levels; but
at the same time it must provide sufficient selectivity
to suppress adequately both the modulation frequency
and its third harmonic. An attenuation of about
60dB for the modulation frequency is required.
There are certain precautions to be observed.
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CONDITIONS

SHORT -WAVE
w

the equipment being tested should not depend
upon the i.f. level. If this effect is present, then
some form of automatic level control will have to
be included. The network under test should precede any limiting stages so that, for instance, the
phase of the output voltage is determined before
limiting and there should be no noticeable regeneration in the equipment being tested. The distortion
produced by the discriminator and other pieces cf
test equipment should, of course, be negligible over
the frequency band of the equipment under test.
Provided that these precautions are taken, the
results compare well with the results achieved with
other methods. Some typical oscillograms are shown
in Fig. 15.
The frequency -sweep generator can be used for
impedance matching: it is also invaluable for the
adjustment of filters and display of their characteristics. These applications will be dealt with in the
final part of this article.
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SATELLITE TRACKING
Minitrack Station at Winkheld

THE

Minitrack system of satellite tracking makes use
of a number of teleprinter -linked stations in various
parts of the world. At the new British station at Wink field (Berks.) satellite positions are measured using two
interferometers. (Basically, an interferometer consists
of two pairs of spaced aerials. Signals from a radiating
object are received at slightly different times at the two
aerials of each pair owing to their spacing. From the

time [or phase] differences for the two pairs, the two
angular co- ordinates in space of the radiating object may
be determined.)
At Winkfield each interferometer consists of two pairs
of aerial systems placed at diagonally opposite corners
of a square. Each aerial system consists of eight colinear
slot aerials, and all the slot aerials in one interferometer
lie in the same direction. This gives both interferometers a response which is narrow in the vertical plane
through the line of their slot aerials, and broad in the
vertical plane at right angles to this line. The slot aerials
in one interferometer lie N and S and in the other E
and W, so that the directivity patterns of the two interferometers are at right angles. According to the actual
angular position of a satellite, the interferometer with
the most suitable directivity is used for making measurements.
Since the element of each interferometer are spaced
about fifty wavelengths apart, the phase difference between them nearly always exceeds 360 degrees. This introduces ambiguities in the satellite's angular position

which are resolved by measuring the phase differences
between five single slot aerials (called ambiguity aerials),
which are much closer together.
The phase difference between two signals is measured
by converting them to intermediate frequencies differing by exactly 100c/s. This is done by means of two
oscillators which also differ in frequency by 100c/s, this
difference being phase- locked to a standard 100c /s
signal. The two signal intermediate frequencies beat
together to produce a 100c/s output whose phase then
represents the phase difference between the two received
signals. Corresponding points on the waveforms of this
100c/s output and the standard 100c/s signal are used
to gate on and off a 100kc /s oscillator. The number of
lOCkc /s oscillations produced is then proportional to
the phase of the 100c/s output.
At Winkfield there is also an aerial system for receiving data transmitted from satellites, and for transmitting
signals to the satellite to alter its operation (for example,
to make it transmit any recorded data). This aerial system
consists of eighteen eight-element Yagis divided into nine
pairs. In each pair of Yagis corresponding elements are
placed at right angles to receive signals polarized in
either of two directions at right angles. To receive circularly- polarized radiation, the outputs from the elements of each pair ate added. The nine pairs of Yagis
are mounted in a three -by -three array which can be
oriented in any direction in space. The centre pair of
Yagis in this array is used for transmission, and the
remaining eight for reception.
Both these and the interferometers are designed for
the 136- 137Mc /s band which has been recently allocated for satellites by international agreement. (There
are, however, as yet no satellites transmitting on this
frequency.) At Winkfield there is also an aerial for
receiving data transmitted on the currently -used frequency of 108Mc /s.

CLUB NEWS

Barnet.-At the March 28th meeting of the Barnet and
District Radio Club R. C. Hills (G3HRH) will talk about
aerials. The club meets on the last Tuesday of each month
at 8.0 at the Red Lion Hotel.
Birmingham.-Mullards are providing a programme of
films for the meeting of the Slade Radio Society on March
10th at 7.45 at the Bennett Hall, Y.M.C.A., Snow Hill.
Admission is by ticket obtainable from M. D. Fowler, 25
Crossway Lane, Birmingham, 22B. At the meeting on the
24th D. Wilson will talk on his visit to Moscow. This
meeting and the normal fortnightly meetings are held at
7.45 at the Church House, High Street, Erdington.
Cleckheaton.-The March meetings of the Spen Valley
Amateur Radio Society include a lecture by Philips entitled
" Audio in practice " on the 1st and a talk on electronics
in the carpet industry on the 15th. The club meets at
7.30 at the Labour Rooms.
Leeds.-Subscriber trunk dialling will be discussed by
H. E. Hulbert (G3BDR) at the March 1st meeting of the
Leeds Amateur Radio Society. On the 28th M. Scargill
will give a talk entitled " Radar systems illustrated." The
club meets each Wednesday at 7.45 at the Swarthmore
Education Centre, 3 Woodhouse Square.
Rhyl. Meetings of the Flintshire Radio Society will in
future be held on the last Monday of each month at the Bee
Hotel. Details of forthcoming meetings are obtainable from
L. W. Barnes, 1 Bryn Coed Park, Rhyl.

-

Aerial for receiving satellite data transmissions.
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Ionosphere Review: 1960
DECLINING
LOWER

SUNSPOT

RADIO

FORCING

ACTIVITY

GREATER

OF

USE

FREQUENCIE

By T. W. BEF-4NINGTON*

INCE February/March
S
activity has

1958 the average solar
don of the future shape of the curve, and of the
been decreasing, and throughout 1960
time of sunspot minimum, is a very speculative
the decrease, as indicated by the 12 -month running
business. What is more or less certain, however, is
average of the sunspot number, continued at a that for several years to come the average sunspot
relatively steady rate. At the end of the year, the number will have a relatively low value and the
value of this index of the solar activity was still,
critical frequencies of the ionospheric layers will also
however, of the order of 110, which is a pretty high
be low, which situation will not be a good one for
sunspot number, and one at which the ionization
long- distance communication.
levels in the various ionospheric layers are still relaDuring the summer of 1960 the noon critical
tively high. However, though during the early part
frequency was, it is seen, not greatly lower than that
of 1960 the highest frequencies normally used for
for the maximum year, but at the end of the year
long- distance communication were the most efficait was much lower than during the previous winters.
cious, there was a definite tendency during the latter
The midnight critical frequency was considerably
part for lower frequencies to become of most use, at lower during the summer of 1960 than during the
least over certain circuits.
previous year, and at the end of the year it fell to
the graphs are
Course of the Sunspot Cycle.
plotted data which will serve to indicate how conditions have varied over the past few years. The
*Research Department. British Broadcasting Corporation.
upper graph is a plot of the sunspot numbers (indicative of the
260
degree of solar activity). and the
two lower graphs give the noon
240
and midnight F2-layer critical
MAX
220
Frequencies as measured at the
D.S.I.R. station at Slough (indica200
tive of the level of F2 ionization).
The full lines in each graph give
180
the monthly mean, or median,
I
160
16
values, and the dashed lines show
the 12 -month running average of
140 =
15
SUNSPOT
these, and thus indicate the
NUMBER
120
14
average conditions and the general
z
variation in each quantity.
loo
Is
The monthly values of sunspot
80
number have, since early in 1958,
fluctuated widely but with a
60
g
i
,,,'taF2N00NI'®
gradually decreasing tendency
,
which, by the end of 1960, brought
40
10
the value down to 86. The de20
9
:rease in the 12 -month running
average was, during the latter part
o
of 1958, very slow, but then beM N.
came accentuated and has continued at a more or less steady rate
6
ever since. Incidentally the downward slope of the running average
sunspot curve may, in fact, be far
from a smooth one. Though the
4
average duration of a sunspot cycle
is just over eleven. years (which
t6F2MIDNIGHT
would place the minimum about
J S D N J SD M J S D M J S
S D M J S
S
D M J
M
J
1965) those cycles of which we
J
1960
1958
1959
1957
1956
1955
have record have lasted from just
1954
over nine years to nearly 14 years.
Variations in sunspot activity with corresponding variations in ionospheric conditions;
So it will be gathered that predic1954 to 1960 inclusive.
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exceptionally low values. Thus, towards the end of
1960, the general decrease in critical frequencies
from those obtaining at sunspot maximum was
becoming quite considerable.
Usable Frequencies.-In practice it was found
that, in spite of the reduction in ionization, the
26 -Mc /s broadcast frequency held up surprisingly
well as a daytime working frequency throughout the
year over certain circuits running in southerly directions from this country. Over more northerly
circuits, however, 21Mc /s became the highest usable
daytime frequency in April, May, August and
September, and 17Mc /s in June and July. For
example, over the North Atlantic circuits the highest
receivable frequencies averaged about 39Mc /s at
the beginning of the year, decreased to not much
above 20Mc /s during the summer, and increased
again to a little over 30Mc /s in the autumn. The
highest receivable night -time frequencies increased
to about 16Mc /s in the summer, but decreased towards the end of the year to values of the order of
11Mc /s, being then considerably lower than during
the previous winter. The general tendency, in
practice, was for the working frequencies to be
considerably lower, both by day and night, at the end
of the year than at the beginning, and for the higher
frequencies to be usable for shorter periods over
those circuits where they remained usable at all.
Ionospheric and Magnetic Disturbances.-There
were less sudden ionospheric disturbances during
1960 than was the case during the previous two
years, this decrease being associated with the
decrease in sunspot activity, which gives rise to such
disturbances. On the other hand the number of
magnetically and ionospherically disturbed days was
greater than during the previous two years. The
solar particles which cause these disturbances upon
arrival in the earth's atmosphere do not always
emanate from sunspot regions, but, during the de-

dining phase of the sunspot cycle, appear to take
the form of long -lived streams which come from
solar regions where there is no visible sign of
activity. The particle streams thus sweep across the
earth's orbit once during each 27-day solar rotation,
and produce ionospheric disturbances which tend
to recur at 27 -day intervals. There are indications
that such a disturbance occurred from 3rd to 7th
September 1960, and has recurred at approximately
27 -day intervals ever since.
The Coming Year.-During 1961 solar activity is
expected to go on decreasing so that, by the end of
the year, the 12 -month running average sunspot
number may have fallen to a value (applicable to an
epoch six months back) of about 80. It is likely
that, in these circumstances, the 26 -Mc /s band will,
after about March, fail as a daytime frequency
over all circuits. Over southerly circuits the best
daytime frequency will probably be about 17Mc /s
during the summer months, and 21Mc/s from September onwards. Over more northerly circuits
daytime frequencies during the summer months may
be as low as 15Mc /s, rising to about 17Mc /s about
September. As to frequencies usable during the
deep night period these may rise to 11Mc /s during
the summer months, but next winter 9 or 7Mc /s
will almost certainly be the highest frequencies
usable, and perhaps even lower frequencies will be
necessary over northerly circuits.
Thus, during 1961 the decline in solar activity is
likely to be really effective in forcing the greater
use of lower frequencies, with all the disadvantages
which that implies. However, there is always the
hope that in the future the situation may be somewhat relieved by the establishment of some new
type of regular long -distance communication, such
as that which might be effected in the v.h.f. or
higher frequency bands by way of active or passive
satellites.

BOOKS RECEIVED
Radio Construction and Repairs, by W. Oliver.
Presents advice to the beginner in radio construction and
servicing, starting with basic matters such as the avoidance of electric shock and making up a tool kit. It provides practical hints in dealing with the various circuits
and mechanical features found in modern radio sets.
Pp. 128; Figs. 23. Price lOs 6d. W. Foulsham and
Co. Ltd., 2 -5, Old Bond Street, London, W.I.

R.S.G.B. Amateur Radio Call Book, 1961 edition:
compiled and published by the Radio Society of Great
Britain,. New Ruskin House, Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1. Based on the record of call signs issued
to amateurs by the Radio Services Department of the
G.P.O., the book provides an up-to-date list of amateur
radio stations in Great Britain, Northern Ireland and
the Channel Isles. Useful additional material in the
1961 edition is a list of affiliated radio societies and
clubs with addresses and list of international amateur
radio prefixes. Price is 4s (post 4s 6d).
Service Valve Equivalents, 2nd edition: compiled by
G. C. Fox and published by the Radio Society of Great

Britain, New Ruskin House, Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1. The CV list of Service valves is considerably extended and now includes c.r. tubes and semiconductors. Additional lists identify early Army, Navy
and R.A.F. types with CV numbers and there is a
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list of U.S. Signal Corps VT numbered valves with
equivalents. Price 2s (2s 6d by post).

Paramètres Hybrides des Transistors, by J. -P. M.
Seurot. Puts forward the case for hybrid parameters
in transistor circuit design. The author discusses the
theory of four- terminal networks in general, and transistor applications in particular, and goes on to demonstrate the use of hybrid parameters in the design of a
typical high -frequency amplifier stage. Pp. 32; Figs.
23. Editions Chiron, 40, Rue de Seine, Paris -6e. Price
8.80 NF.

Masers, by Gordon Troup. One of the Methuen
series of Monographs. An exposition of present knowledge on the theory of amplification and oscillation by
stimulated emission. The description of the basic
effect is approached from both the thermodynamic and
quantum mechanical viewpoints, while a large part of
the discussion is closely linked to the science of microwaves. Amplifier and oscillator systems and their
performances are described, and chapters on experimental systems and possible applications are included.
Appended are discussions on the quantum -mechanical
treatment of the harmonic oscillator and on the theory
of paramagnetic ions in a crystal field and a steady
magnetic field. Pp. 168; Figs. 20. Methuen and Co.,
Ltd., Publishers, 36, Essex Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2. Price 13s 6d.
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LETTE S TO THE EDITOR
it)

The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed by his correspondents
Colour Television
YOUR Editorial in the January issue gives small credit
to the motives behind the B.B.C. proposal to introduce
a small service of colour television on the 405 -line
system. While we would not claim always to be immune from the desire to use a beautiful toy, this is
certainly not cause and effect in the present case. Colour
television using an N.T.S.C. form of signal has been
accepted by most of the countries participating in the

work of the C.C.I.R., and transmissions on this basis
are already regularly put out in the U.S.A., U.S.S.R.
and Japan. The B.B.C. experiments to which you refer
demonstrated that, on 405 lines, this 'form of signal
would give an excellent picture, and the B.B.C. wants
to introduce a limited service of colour as a natural
development of our experimental transmissions of the
past five years. We started television in this country,
and we do not want to be behind the rest of the world
in colour.
It is not true to say that the B.B.C. has backed the
shadow mask tube. Of course, we have made use of
it as it is the best tube yet available. But it is not an
inherent part of the N.T.S.C. form of signal, and other
types of tube, when they become available, could
operate on this system. Acceptance of an N.T.S.C.
signal would in no way limit the development of other,
and possibly better, types of colour tube.
-

London, W.1.

HAROLD BISHOP,
Director of Engineering,

British Broadcasting Corporation.

Stereophonic Broadcasts
MR. GOTCH, in his letter in the January issue, has
very rightly pointed out a weakness of stereophonic
broadcasts using an a.m. TV sound transmitter for the
right -hand side, in that many listeners will find the
signal-to -noise ratio poor compared with that of the
left-hand side received on v.h.f. There are, of course,
other weaknesses. For example, broadcasts can only
Ife made during free time of both the B.B.C. television
r.°twork and one of the sound networks; also, the system
is not compatible, since a properly balanced reproduction cannot be obtained when listening to one of the
channels alone. It is natural, therefore, that there should
have been a number of proposals in the U.S.A. and
on the Continent, as well as in the U.K., for multiplex
systems which can modulate two audio signals on to
a single f.m. transmission, in such a way as to provide
acceptable reproduction for the monophonic listener.
However, all these systems have the disadvantage that
they cannot maintain the present high standard of
signal -to -noise ratio throughout the same service areas.*
We cannot put two signals in place of one on an existing transmitter without paying a price in terms of a
considerable reduction in the service area for stereophonic reception and an unacceptable reduction in the
case of the ordinary listener. The contraction of the
service area results from an increased level of interference due to the ignition systems of cars and to transmissions from other stations on the same or adjacent
radio channels.
The problems of stereophonic broadcasting using a
multiplex system are not only quite difficult on the radio
side, but exacting requirements are imposed on other
* B.B.C. Engineering Monograph No. 29, " A Summary of the
Present Position of Stereophonic Broadcasting." by D. E. I..
Shorter and G. J. Phillips.
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parts of the transmission network. It is for this reason
that the B.B.C. is co- operating with other members of
the European Broadcasting Union in a study programme
covering transmission systems and other problems of
stereophonic broadcasting. While everyone would wish
for a system that has no penalties, stereophonic broadcasting appears at the present time to be a costly matter
ill radio frequency channels as well as in other directions.
The present stage of development is one of careful
examination and comparison of the various proposals in
the laboratory.
The present arrangement for the B.B.C. transmissions
of stereophony is so clearly one that could not be used
for a regular service that there is no danger that the
public would buy special receivers for it. If, however,
experimental transmissions were made using a system
which appears suitable for regular transmissions, then
the public might buy receivers designed for this system
only, and the eventual introduction of some other system
that could more nearly satisfy the various requirements
would be prejudiced. There is, therefore, a strong argument for continuing the present arrangement, even with
its shortcomings, at least until the technical problems
are nearer a solution than they appear to be at present.
G. J. PHILLIPS,
Tadworth, Surrey.
B.B.C. Research Department.
Nodal Analysis
MANY of us will have appreciated F. R. B. Jones's
articles on Nodal Analysis (November and December
issues, 1960) but may have found difficulty through
the author's use of the same symbols for different quantities. It was of little importance in the section of Part 2
on transistors where the Y-parameters of the transistor
and of the whole circuit were intermingled in a happy
ambivalance, but some of us may not have noticed that
the
of the opening equations is not the same quantity
as that
of, say, Fig. 2(b), and in consequence the
description of Fig. 3 may then have turned us away in
despair. If so, then a second look would be well worth
while.
The difficulty hinges on the discrepancy between
the primal equation and the equation for node 2; the
left -hand sides are equal, but on the right -hand sides
we find in one and in the other zero, yet we are assured
that is not zero.
Now reconsider the primal equation:
gnvu 'r g
In it is the resultant of two opposing currents, for
v is negative, but in Fig. 2(b) is identified with the
grid-controlled component, g,vy, whereas it should
designate the current flowing into Y. If we apply the
same principle to Fig. 3,
becomes zero and the discrepancy between the primal and nodal equations disappears, for they are in fact the same equation. The nodal
equation is only true for
= 0; if has a value other
than zero, say y v then the nodal equation becomes
(g '1- y.,)V2 = 0
g,V1
and the current,
should appear in Fig. 3 as a load
current.
If the readers who fell at this fence now find they can
clear it, they will find the rest of the course straightforward
and rewarding.
London, N.W.11
F. G. BALCOMBF
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The author replies:

The difficulty to which Mr. Balcombe refers

is in par
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Our next issue marks
the completion of the

first 50 years of publication.

enlarged April
number, in addition to
the normal coverage of
technical articles and
news of the month, will
contain a 20 -page illustrated review of progress over the past 50
years. This will record
the outstanding events in
the progressive understanding of principles
and in the history of
their applications in
communications
and
electronics.
The

due to the unavoidable differences between the conventions of mesh and nodal analysis.
If we confine our mesh analysis of the valve to the
output circuit, Fig. 2(a) in the December issue we have
only one current, i, which can be regarded as either
generator current or load current, although the term
anode current " does link it with the generator.
In a set of nodal equations the right-hand terms,
I1, I2, ...
conventionally signify the currents fed to the
various nodes by external constant- current generators.
For example, in the equivalent two -node network for a
valve, I2 would represent current supplied by an external
generator connected between the anode and reference
point. This generally occurs only in non -linear mixing
circuits, and so is of no interest to us.
When we convert our constant- voltage valve to the
constant -current form shown in Fig. 2(b), the generator
current becomes gmv,. In the static case (no load) all
this current flows out through ga and by Kirchhoff these
two currents, from a nodal standpoint, equal zero,
since they are equal and one is flowing into the node
and the other out. I2 is thus zero, as we would expect.
If we now introduce a load, the generator current
gmv, remains constant, but the total shunt impedance
decreases, and with it v,. gava will therefore be smaller
and the difference between it and gmv, will be the load
current. If this load current is termed i, we can indeed
write gmv, + g,va =
for-as Mr. Balcombe states
v, is negative and the two left -hand terms are subtractive. This interpretation may be helpful to students,
but I think they should also clearly understand that this
i, (the load current) is not the conventional I2 of the basic
nodal equation.

I

i

-

Television Standards
IF Britain adopts the 625 -line system as used in Europe,
the choice of intercarrier sound frequency will present
a problem.
Should we use 5.5 Mc /s as in Western
Europe, 6.5 Mc /s as in Eastern Europe, or a new value
such as 6 Mc /s? I suggest two intercarrier frequencies
of 5.5 and 6.5 Mc /s, one carrying TV sound and the
other a sound -radio programme. In each area u.h.f.
coverage of at least three television and three sound
programmes (" Home," "Light " and " Third ") could
then be achieved, the advantage of a stable intercarrier
i.f. being obtained for sound -radio reception as well as
for TV sound.
Provided that the receivers were equipped to accept
either sound channel with or without picture, they
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would operate anywhere in Europe. Also our intercarrier frequency for TV sound could easily be changed
from 5.5 to 6.5 Mc /s, or vice versa, if either frequency
were to become the international standard in the distant
future.
Ewell, Surrey.
J. S. SINGLETON

Horizontal and Vertical Definition
THE start of a picture element where the brightness
signal undergoes a step function can only be placed with
infinite certainty on the receiver screen if the bandwidth

of the connecting circuits is infinite. Since in practice
the bandwidth is finite, the raster example put forward
by Mr. R. C. Whitehead in your January, 1961, correspondence columns is not a practical one. All the bandwidth available is used in passing information occurring
along a very few lines, say, two or three, for the whole

picture.
On January 8th, the B.B.C., I know not whether by
accident or design, dressed its Showtime Dancers in
striped tights, giving about critical definition during the
programme. The result was rather startling on the
receiver I happened to be watching. The stripes were
just visible when the girls' pretty limbs were vertical,
when the distinguishing information was along the line.
As the dance progressed the stripes were presented at
greater inclinations to the vertical, and became clearer,
the more inclined, being clearest when the stripes were
horizontal.
The performance of the set seems to satisfy a large
number of people who have access to other receivers.
Harwell, Berks.
J. D. HILL

Screen Size

NOTING the reference by " Diallist " (December, 1960,

issue) to our larger screens and to picture loss in the
screen corners, I would call attention to a recently
published paper on this topic in the November, 1960,
Radio Fall Meeting " issue of the I.R.E. Transactions
of the Professional Group of Broadcast and Television
Receivers. The paper, "Benefits of a New Aspect Ratio
for Television," written by Mr. W. D. Schuster of
Sylvania and myself, both questions the current propriety of the 4:3 aspect transmission standard in the
U.S. and advocates even squarer corners for picture
tube screens than on present 19in and 23in expansions of
the 17in and 21in faceplates (approximately 5:4 aspect
ratio).
As this item of aspect ratio directly influences equipment saleability, it also relates to frequency spectrum
utilization, sweep power consumption and reliability as
well as costs.
A request has been made to have the 4: 3 aspect transmission standard reviewed by an appropriate committee.
It is understood that the British transmissions were
at one time on 5:4 aspect, dropped in favour of accommodating film with no loss, on early sets.
Both Britain and the U.S. might beneficially compromise on a standard which could combine 525 line,
60 field transmission (6 megacycle channel) with 5 :4
aspect transmission to accelerate international signal
exchange. This would raise detail resolution in American sets and do the least damage to the currently good
resolution possible with British transmission channelwidth and fewer lines, and slower frame scan, if single
sideband is included in the above " compromise " proposal.
It is difficult to maintain "best" theoretical viewing
distances here-my teenage daughters and their contemporary friends have for over 7 years preferred to
sit within elbow -reach of a 27in screen. No one feels
that the picture is " too large," even at such close
quarters, or at more " proper " separation.
CHARLES E. TORSCH,
Chief Television Engineer, Rola Company.
Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
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500 -FT RADIO TOWER
LONDON'S NEW LANDMARK

Model of the rodio tower which will dom nate London's skyline.

" WE shall have to ask the architects of - - - House to
leave a hole through the building on the 10th floor so
that our signals will continue to have an uninterrupted
line-of-sight path." This somewhat facetious remark
of an engineer at the Museum Exchange-nerve centre
of the G.P.O.'s microwave links- epitomizes the position
with which the Post Office has been faced for some time
with the increasing number of tall buildings being
erected in London. To increase the number of cable
links sufficiently to carry even the foreseeable growth in
the number of television and trunk telephone links
would mean ripping up miles of London streets. To
overcome the problem, therefore, a 500 -ft tower is to be
built at the Museum Exchange in Howland Street, London, W.1, to replace the lattice mast on the roof of the
building which has an effective height of only 180 feet.
This was erected when the original London- Birmingham television link was installed in 1949.
It is hoped to have the new tower, which will be 50ft
in diameter, in operation by the middle of 1964. It is to
be built alongside and in conjunction with a four -storey
extension to the present buildings and will be sited
to avoid obstructing paths of radio links from the existing mast.
The upper section, from 355 to 470ft, will house the
aerials and this section will be surmounted by an
observation gallery to which the public will have access

Dots represent existing or proposed buildings in London which
would obstruct signals from the present mast. The shaded
segments indicate possible radio links.

by high -speed lifts.
section will house

The 15 floors below the aerial
the transmitting and terminal
equipment.
In addition to being the focal point for the Post
Office trunk telephone service the Museum Exchange is
also the switching centre for the inter -connection of the
B.B.C.'s radio and television network, the I.T.A. network of transmitters and the numerous independent
television studios in the London area.
The P.M.G. says that the tower will meet the Post
Office's foreseeable needs for radio links for the next 40
years. For example, it is expected that by 1980 there
will be 24 radio -telephone links, each capable of carrying 960 telephone channels. This number could be
doubled in the following 20 years without reducing the
proposed 100 or more television outlets.

Typical radio path eastwards from the lowest aerial on the proposed tower which, as is shown, would just clear the highest
proposed building in that direction.
WIRELESS WORLD, MARCH 1961
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Elements of Electronic Circuits
23.- Squares

and Square Roots

By J. M. PETERS, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.1.E.E., A.M.Brit.1.R.E.

CIRCUITS can be made up which produce outputs
proportional to either the square or the square root
of the input. Naturally, the multiplying arrangements described in last month's issue could be
used for square production by the connecting together of the two inputs; but for square -rooting a
different technique has to be used.

Square -producing Circuits
An important group of square -producing circuits
makes use of the approximately parabolic shape of
mutual characteristics of valves. For a triode or

Ia=A+B (vg

-v,)+C (vg -vo)2

pentode one suitable curve is the Ia /vg characteristic,
with va held constant (Fig. 1).
The series Ia = A + B (vg
vo)
C (vg
v0)2 -i- D (vg- vo)'
etc. represents the true
form of this curve where A, B, C, etc., are valve
constants and vo is a reference voltage from which
measurements are taken.
It is possible to find valves with characteristics
to which the terms higher than the square term
make relatively small contributions.
Assuming
that we can neglect higher order terms than the
square term the series becomes:
Ia = A + B (v
v) -f- C (v, va)2. Note
the presence of the linear term B (vg
vo).
Accuracy is increased if the range of operation
of the grid voltage is restricted to confine the squaring
to the part of the curve that most closely matches
the desired form.
For the triode the series is also applicable for a
specific anode load; but there is no such restriction
in the case of a pentode which has mutual characteristics almost independent of vo even when vo

-

...

-

-

-

-

--

varies widely.
The anode characteristics (Ia /v, with vg held
constant) of some triodes are of approximately
parabolic form, i.e. I,, = C (vo
v 0)2 and can
therefore be used as square- producing devices.
Characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 2.

(WITH ya CONSTANT )

-

Removing the Linear Term. -Compensation can

v9

vo
BIAS

Fig. 1.

o

-

be applied to remove the linear term B(vg
series, thus permitting operation
near the vertex of the parabola, i.e. vg = v0.
Fig. 3 shows a square -producing circuit with a
compensating network (R2 and Rs are much greater
than R1). The linear term B (vg
v) in the valve

v) from the I/vg

-

Ia

gout
Vin

1BIASV,
I

vo

Fr.2.
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Fig. 3.
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equation will result in the appearance at the valve
anode of an amplified (depending on R,) and inverted version of the input voltage, as well as the
square term. If the gain of the valve is one and
R2 = R3 the linear term from the valve and the
input will be equal and opposite and will cancel
each other at the junction of R.
leaving the
square term. If the required value of R, is such
that the gain is other than unity, adjustment of
R2:R, will restore cancellation.

R

Valves for Squaring. -As the mutual conductance
= dIa /dv (i.e. the slope of the mutual charac-

g

teristic), it follows from differentiation of the I,
series with respect to grid voltage (no further than
the square term) that, for a suitable " squaring "
valve, g, must be a linear function of grid voltage.
Reference to graphs of valve characteristics will
therefore indicate the suitability or otherwise of a
valve for the squaring application.

Push -pull Circuits. -(Fig.

If we define the
input voltage to valve VI as v,, = vg v then I,,
= A -;- By, -}- Cv,,2 + Dv,,,3 + Ev,,,' ... etc. Now
4).,

-

Fif. 4.

I,

=a
V9=-2

suppose we drive an identical valve V2 with the same
input voltage but opposite in sign ( -v,,,) then

-

-

= A By,,, + Cv,,2 Dv,,' ± Ev,,,' ... etc. As
I,, and I,, flow through a common resistor R the
I,_

V9

-Note
R(I,,
I,2)
2(A
...
the cancellation of the odd -power terms when the anode
common anode voltage will be

=

ve,

-}-

Cv,,,2 -I- Ev;,,4

= -4

vht
).

current components are added.
It is assumed that the even-power terms Ev,;,'
and higher are small enough to be ignored, then
with a.c. inputs va,,, will be of the form v,,,, =
2RCv,,2. In other words,
will vary as the
square of the input voltage.

Vd

Fig. S.

v,

+

H.T.

Square Roots

i

Let us now turn to circuits which provide an
output voltage proportional to the square root of
the input voltage. Again, valve characteristics can
be employed.

-If

Valve Characteristics.
the anode voltage of
some types of pentode is varied, the anode current
changes in such a way that it approximately represents the square root of the anode voltage. Fig. 5
illustrates for a pentode typical anode characteristics
from which operating conditions can be selected to
roughly conform with the law:
v, =kI,2 or I,x4 r',
A circuit which makes use of this property is
shown in Fig. 6. The pentode, V2, has its anode
voltage controlled by the cathode follower, VI.
Varying vi, and hence v,, causes the anode current
of V2 to vary as A/v2,. As this is the current through
VI the voltage developed at the anode of VI by R
(i.e. v,,,,,) will vary as A/v2a and hence as 'iv,,.
This method is rather inaccurate as the square -

-

root law usually holds only over a small range of
the characteristic.
Another direct method which will give an approximate result is to use the I, /v, characteristic of a
discussed
triode, i.e. I, = A + By, + Cv..2
in the section on squaring circuits. If we now make
I, the independent variable and v, the dependent
variable, neglecting the linear term Bv,,, v is

Fig. 6

...
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Fig. 7.
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approximately proportional to \/I,. Inaccuracies
arise in this method due to the difficulty in eliminating
the linear term Bv,..
Accurate Method. -An important method which
is used in some computers involves an adding circuit together with feedback via a high -gain amplifier.
The feedback makes the output of a squaring circuit equal to the input signal whose square root
is wanted. If the output of the squarer is equal
to the input to be " rooted," then the input to
the squarer must be the desired square root.
In Fig. 7 let vi, be the input, the square root
of which is desired, i.e. it is required to derive
'he result voot = 1/vio
The equations are:z
vi = _
(1)
(from the squarer)
.. (2)
vo,t = A(v, -1- vku)
(from the amplifier)
substituting in (2) for vi we have
vout

Hence
vo,,

= A(-

kvout2

vi,,)

Akv,,,t2 -Avm =O

BORDER

rearranging, we have

..
Akvoue2 -F- vont- Av;,, =O
Equation (3) is of quadratic form axe
for which the solutions are given

..
bx

by.

x

-{-

..

(3)

c

= 0,

- 4ac)
- - b f ß/(b2
2a

substituting from Equation 3 above:

= -

vout

or

voue

-1

/(1 +4A2kviu)
2Ak

/r

1

1

2Ak ±N \4A2k2

/(

1

4Aakv,o
4A2k2
iol

/ 14A2k2+ k /
If the gain (A) of the amplifier is very high, 1/A
becomes very small so that the equation reduces
2Ak

voue

=

to:

f v/(vi, /k)

which is the result required. The constant k can be
made equal to one.

TELEVISION

THE I.T.A. has placed orders with Marconi's for the

transmitters for the two television stations which are to
serve the Anglo-Scottish border area. The main transmitter, which with its 16 -stack quadrant array on a
1,000 -ft mast will give a vision e.r.p. of 100kW in the
direction of maximum radiation, will be at Caldbeck, near
Carlisle. The site is 1,000ft above sea level. Caldbeck
will operate in channel 11 with horizontal polarization.
The associated station will be at Selkirk where the
signals radiated from Caldbeck will be picked tip and
fed to vision and sound translators and re-radiated in
another channel (yet to be decided). Selkirk will have a
vision e.r.p. of 25kW.
The approximate service areas of these two stations,
which will be operated by Border Television Ltd., are

nvarness-'

/

t
MONGOUR

Glasgow

°Edinburgh

V..,

LACK HILL

-o

SELKIRK -'
= Newcastle
Carlisle
CAIDBECK6

,

=BURNHOPE

(Crown Copyright reserved)
MLEY M00

Predicted service areas for four new I.T.A. stations in Scotlard
and northern England

Marconi 4 -kW vision transmitter with sub- modulator withdrawn for test purposes. Two of these transmitters are being
installed at Goldbeck
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shown dotted on the map giving service areas of existing
I.T.A. stations. Caldbeck is planned to come into service this summer and Selkirk at the end of the year.
The predicted service areas of the two stations planned
for north -east Scotland are also shown on the map. The
Mongour station, which will have a maximum vision
e.r.p. of 400kW, is scheduled for service this autumn and
the Roskill transmitter (10 -50kW e.r.p.) a few months
later.
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Permanent Magnet Circuits
By " CATHODE RAY "

-

THE reason for my choice of subject this month

is that last month's-Electricity Direct from Heat

leads helpfully into it. I hasten to assure new
readers (if any) that failure to have read it is not a
fatal handicap. In fact, those who did read it are
probably busy wondering what on earth it had to do
with permanent magnets. Apart from one passing
mention of a permanent magnet as a component
of a briefly described device, nothing -directly.
But we shall see.
To prevent disappointment I must also disclaim
any intention of explaining in detail why permanent
any other kind-are magnetic, beyond
magnets
mentioning that all matter is potentially magnetic
because the protons and electrons that form its
main ingredients are electric charges and are in
continuous motion, and electric charges in motion
are electric currents, and electric currents cause
magnetic fields. These tiny fields normally tend
to cancel one another out because of their random
distribution. In a small number of substances
(called ferromagnetic) they can be made to cooperate to produce a strong magnetic field so long
as they are held in formation by a current flowing

-or

through a surrounding coil. When the current is
switched off, heat vibrations tend to restore the
original chaos. The extent to which this happens
depends on the particular material; in those suitable
for permanent magnets the greater part of the magnetism is retained, and quite a strong reverse field is
needed to restore it to zero.
However, our subject is permanent magnet
circuits.
Permanent magnet circuits; because
although most of the books on electrical engineering
and on electricity and magnetism explain quite
clearly the principles of electromagnets and how to
calculate the number of ampere -turns to produce a
given flux in a given gap, the corresponding information on permanent magnets is usually less satisfactory
or even entirely absent. Considering the vast

number of permanent magnets used in loudspeakers,
gramophone pickups, meters and television focusing,
this is quite surprising.
All the treatises I have come across draw an
analogy between electric circuits (which, with the
aid of Ohm's law, etc., one is supposed to understand) and magnetic circuits. This may immediately
cause a misunderstanding in the minds of beginners,
who are aware that a certain amount of power is
needed to maintain the flow of current in an electric
circuit (unless, of course, they have had a look at the
end of the book and read about Kammerlingh Ormes
and superconductivity) and conclude that power is
needed to maintain the flow of flux (what is flux if it
doesn't flow ?) in a magnetic circuit. Sure enough,
power is needed to energize an electromagnet. So a
permanent magnet appears from the start as a
mystery.
This is because the electric /magnetic analogy is
being wrongly used. The power supplied to an
electromagnet (after the intial building up of the
field by an amount of energy that is returned to the
circuit on switching off) is occupied solely in overcoming the resistance of the circuit. If it were not
for that resistance, no e.m.f.-and therefore no
power -would be needed, just as no current-and
therefore no power -is needed to maintain an
electric field between the plates of a capacitor.
The everlasting currents started in resistanceless
lead rings at very low temperatures by Ormes and
his followers are accompanied in the usual way by
magnetic fields, although no e.m.fs are present.
If the fields needed power to sustain them, the
currents would quickly die away.
Correctly used, the analogy is very helpful, for
magnetic circuits have their " Ohm's law " and
" Kirchhoff's laws ", as we shall see. The important
thing is to make sure that the quantities compared are
the ones that truly correspond.
In a d.c. circuit in which all the resistances arc

CURRENT

circuit
with load resistance R. (b) is
the familiar load -line graphical
method of finding the current I
Fig. 1. (a) Simple valve
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linear (i.e., they obey Ohm's law, in the sense that
they are independent of the amount of current) it is
simple to calculate the current that will flow when a
given e.m.f. is applied, or vice versa. When part
of the resistance depends on the current in a manner
that can be stated as an equation, it is a little more
complicated, but can still be done by algebra. When
the relationship between resistance (or voltage)
and current can be stated only as a graph, then the
calculation has to be done graphically.
I am assuming we can all do this in the familiar
situation of a valve in series with a linear resistance,
as in Fig. 1(a). If the e.m.f. (e) applied to the valve
is varied and the corresponding current is plotted,
we get the familiar anode characteristic curve
marked Rm in Fig. 1(b). R,,, actually stands for the
valve's anode d.c. resistance (at a fixed grid bias),
which of course is equal to e/i at any point. The
question is, which point represents the situation
when a total e.m.f. E is applied through a linear or
ohmic resistance R? This is answered by plotting
current against voltage for R too; not in the usual
way from the zero point, as for R,,, but backwards
from the point representing E on the e scale. The
justification for the backward plotting is that the
voltage concerned is what must be subtracted from
E to find the particular anode voltage required, Va.
In this case (though not with all valves, as we saw
when studying tunnel diodes in the August 1960
issue) the two lines have only one point in common,
which represents I and Va, the only values of i and e
that fulfil the conditions of the circuit. The voltage
across R is of course E -Va.
Next, let us look at the magnetic analogue of this
electrical circuit, Fig. 2(a). Corresponding to the
current I is the flux $, represented by the dotted
lines. In spite of its name, nothing really flows, so
in this respect flux is unlike current, but for the
present purpose that doesn't upset the analogy.
This flux is caused by a total magnetomotive force
M, applied as a current through a coil. The magnetic analogue of resistance is reluctance. The flux
passes " in series " through an air section of the
circuit with a linear reluctance Sa, and a magnet
with a non -linear reluctance Sm. The procedure
for finding 0 is the same as for I: 0 is plotted
.

against F for magnet and air in turn, back to back
as for R and R,,, and the intersection shows $ and
also the magnetic p.d. across both parts of the
circuit (Fig. 2(b)).
By now the bright boy of the class will inevitably
have put up his hand to ask why, if one can measure
F and ¢, one doesn't do it for the whole set -up
shown in Fig. 2(a) and arrive at 0 at one go, instead
of taking a lot of extra trouble to measure them for
the magnet and air separately at a sufficient number
of values to plot curves of them both. Well, of
course, if one were given a particular electromagnet
and wanted to find how much flux it would produce
with a given current through the coil, one would
adopt the bright boy's suggestion. It would apply
to the valve in Fig. 2 as well, in similar circumstances. But the circuit designer (electric or magnetic) doesn't try innumerable ready-made combinations until he is lucky enough to find one that does
what he wants. He designs on paper, calculating
the value of R that best suits the valve having the
most likely- looking curve. In the magnetic example
he usually has even more freedom, being able to
vary the dimensions of the material to suit his
requiremements. It would be silly to be obliged to
have a different S curve for every possible size and
shape of magnet; what is needed is a single curve that
applies to that material in general.
This sort of thing hardly works with valves;
we cannot (unless we are going to order vast quantities) tell the maker we would like a valve with
characteristics similar to his type XYZ but with
the current scale multiplied by 11. The resistance
of homogeneous materials is much simpler, being
proportional to the length (1) and inversely as the
cross-sectional area (a). The only other factor is the
resistiveness of the material itself-its resistivity
(p), which is the resistance of a piece with unit 1
and unit a. In symbols,

,

R = p1

(1)

a

Given p, we can easily calculate dimensions of a
resistor for any required resistance. If the resistivity
is non -linear, we must have a graph of it, and to suit
the change from resistance to resistivity, it must
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(a) To transform the current /voltage graph of a resistor
into a general one for its resistive material, the current is
divided by the cross -sectional area of the resistor, and the
applied voltage is divided by the length. (b) is the magnetic
analogue, well known as a B/H curve.
Fig. 3.

show current per unit area (i.e., current density)
plotted against e.m.f. per unit length (i.e., electric
field strength). Fig. 3(a) is such a graph, marked p to
in Fig. 1(b), and perhaps even
correspond with
more appropriately y, which is the symbol for conductivity, =1 /p, because that is what is indicated by
the slope of the graph.
There is even better ground for adopting this modified form of graph for ferromagnetic materials,
which are invariably non -linear. Fig. 3(b), the
magnetic analogue of (a), is the familiar B/H curve of
commerce and should need no explanation except to
mention that v is the symbol for reluctivity ( =H /B)
which is the reciprocal of the much better known
permeability, p. The equation corresponding to

R

to retain their simple relationship B = pH and yet
calculate H without any 0.477-and what about the
108? It must be admitted that all the untidy factors
have been swept under the carpet, the carpet in this
case being p. Instead of being 1 for vacuum, as in
the c.g.s. system, it is 477/10'. This apparently
shabby practice might seem to reflect no credit on
the m.k.s. system. This is not the place to justify
the m.k.s. system, but in my opinion it would be
worth its awkward values of p and e even if it had
no other advantage than confining arbitrary constants
to those two things. Even some dirt under a couple of
carpets may be tolerable if one can rely on there being
none anywhere else.
A more pertinent criticism might be to inquire
long while
whether I had forgetten that the title
since, by now -was Permanent Magnet Circuits.
I'm sorry if anyone has tired of waiting for it and
has left us, but the persistence of the survivors is
about to be rewarded. Most of the work has by
now been done, and in response to a pre- arranged
growl from an accomplice who says, " What about
when there is no applied m.m.f. ?" I have only to

-a

(a)

(1) is therefore

S= L11v
or
a

pa

..

..

(2)

Given this B/H curve for any material, any desired
flux can be obtained by multiplying B by a, and the
corresponding F by multiplying H by 1. If a core
consists of several sections in series, each with a

different a and 1, their separate magnetic potential
drops can be calculated and added together to give
the total m.m.f. required to maintain the desired flux
throughout. In practice it is seldom quite so simple,
because magnetic circuits have no insulator appreciably better than air, which usually allows a significant amount of flux leakage; but I must dodge that
complication by declaring it to be outside the scope
of this article.
By this time some of the dimmer boys may be
putting up their hands, wanting to know how
and F are measured. I must dodge the question
about /' too, but F is calculated rather than measured.
This raises the question of units, and I am counting
on us all being sufficiently progressive to work in
m.k.s. units, even magnetic ones. The unit of m.m.f.
is (surprisingly to the older generation) the ampere.
In an electromagnetic context it is commonly called
the ampere -turn, because it is the total current linked
with the magnetic circuit. The unit of H is therefore
the ampere (or ampere -turn) per metre (of magnetic circuit length). The unit of flux is the weber,
which is equal to 108 " lines " or maxwells. The unit
of B is therefore the weber per square metre (of
magnetic circuit cross -sectional area).
If there are any non -progressive (i.e., c.g.s.)
readers, they will be wondering how we are managing
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Fig. 4. (o) is the electrical analogue of a permanent magnet
circuit in which some current flows even though there is no
applied e.m.f. (b) is the same type of curve as in Fig. 1.
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point back to its analogue which we considered last
month at considerable length -Fig. 4. For the benefit
of those who missed that, this time I'm showing the
diode formed by the cathode and grid of a valve,
since that is a rather better known example of the
fact that thermionic current can occur even when the
applied e.m.f. is zero. Compare the graph with Fig.
1(b), imagining E to shrink to zero, carrying with it the
R line. No change in principle is involved; calculation of the current and p.d. (the previous two p.ds
now coincide) proceeds exactly as before.
This peculiarity of a valve as a resistor, shown by
its i/e curve entering the region to the negative side
of the current axis, may gain importance in the future,
as we saw last month, but in the whole realm of
electronics it has hitherto been a minor detail. Not
145

so its magnetic analogue. Permanent magnets-to
mention one thing-would be impossible without it.
A characteristic of all ferromagnetic materials is
that when they have once been magnetized they
retain some of their magnetism after the m.m.f.
has been cut off. It is shown by the familiar " hysteresis " curves such as Fig. 5. Beginning from
zero, the magnetism is first increased as shown by the
upward arrow. When the applied field has been
restored to zero, B is found to have a value Br,
the " residual flux density," which in " soft "
materials is near zero (a) but in " hard " materials,
suitable for permanent magnets, is a large percentage
of the maximum (b). The amount of reverse field
needed to demagnetize it completely is the " coercive
The values of B,. and H, depend on the
force,"
degree to which the material was first magnetized;
the particular values when it was magnetized to
saturation are called its " remanence " and " coerThese are the important
civity " respectively.

values, which we shall be using.
For permanent magnets we are interested in the
" second quadrant," corresponding to Fig. 4, which
therefore has its analogue in Fig. 6, which in turn
should be compared with its energized magnet
counterpart in Fig. 2.
We have now reached " the end of the beginning "
and can concentrate on applying our principles to
practice. From this point of view, Fig. 6 has one
attractive feature it directly shows 0, the flux in
the circuit, which is usually what one is after. It
by varying the
can be varied from zero up to
slope of the Sa line. A horizontal line means an
infinite reluctance, which allows no flux-a magnetic
open -circuit, in fact-while a vertical line means zero
:
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This permanent magnet circuit and curve compares
with the electromagnet circuit and curve in Fig. 2, and the
electrical analogue in Fig. 4.
Fig. 6.

dimensions to give the required total flux in the given
gap.
The first thing, then, is to convert Fig. 6(b) into
the B/H form by dividing ' by am, the cross -sectional
area of the magnet (assumed constant throughout its
length) and dividing F by 1m, the length of the flux
path in the magnet. In practice we just write to
magnet material makers and ask for Bi'H curves for
their products. The left -hand half of Fig. 7 is a typical
sample- except perhaps for the units (I'm afaid the
ferromagnetic industry is a pocket of resistance to
m.k.s. units). Some readers may feel more at home if
they multiply the B scale by 10,000 and label it
" gauss," and the H scale by 47r /1000 and label it
" oersteds." Anticipating a little, they should also
multiply the -HB figures by 407T.
At this stage we take note of the magnetic analogues
of Kirchhoff's laws. Because flux can't just vanish
anywhere, and we have in Fig. 6 (neglecting any
by- passing of the gap via the surrounding air) only
one continuous circuit loop, the flux must be the
same everywhere around it. I.e.,

=Bbam =Baas
an,

(b)
Fig. 5. Curves showing the results of increasing and decreasing
soft " (b) a " hard "
the magnetizing force applied to (a) a

"

ferromagnetic material.
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Ba
as

(3)

B

The second law states that the total potential drop
around any complete circuit is zero:
H,,,l,,,
l/.4

reluctance, a closed gap and circuit. Neither of these
extremes is of any use, of course. The best utilization
of the magnet must be at some intermediate position,
like the optimum load line in a valve circuit. Whatever it is, it will fix both the amount of flux and the
dimensions of the gap. But those are just the things
one is usually given as already fixed, with the request
that we find the smallest and cheapest magnet that
will fulfil them. Fig. 6(b), which refers to a particular
magnet and shows what can be done with it, puts the
cart firmly before the horse.
We have already studied how to rectify this
situation: obtain a general curve (B against H) for
the most likely material; use the load -line technique
on it to find the most efficient magnet -to -gap dimension ratio; and then work out the actual magnet

=

+Hala

=

=0

-H_
la

and because Ha = Ba /µa and p.a is practically the
same as for vacuum-44107-this becomes
Ba x 10'
1O3

- la

4.77

(4)

(-IL)

Multiplying (3) and (4) together gives the volume
of the magnet:
anal,n

=

aala

Ba 2x107

(-

..

5
(5)

H,,,B,,,)
4n
So the volume of magnet metal required is directly
proportional to the volume of the air gap and to the
square of the flux density therein. And for given
is most. For
values of them it is least when
any point on the B/H curve (Fig. 7), -HmBm is
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found by multiplying the co- ordinates of that
point, and this product can be plotted against B in
the vacant space to the right of the B axis, giving a
bulge -shaped curve.
Its maximum stands out
-not a mile, in this case, but enough to show that the
most economical Bm is 0.5. The corresponding

-H,n is 23,000.
If one is too lazy or short of time to plot the
-HmB, curve, one can usually get very near it in a
few seconds by completing the rectangle with
Br and H, as corners (shown chain-dotted) and
drawing its diagonal to cut the B/H curve at the
working point X. As a matter of fact, the makers of
the material are usually helpful enough to state
the optimum Bm and H, , thereby rendering all
effort superfluous.
Just to see how things work out, let us take an
example. Suppose an air gap 0.2cm by 3 sq cm is to
be filled with 0.8 Wb /m2 (= 8,000 gauss or lines per
sq cm) by means of an alloy having the B /H curve
shown in Fig. 7.

From (3)

=

a,,,

3

0.8
0.5

=

4.8 sq cm

Fig. 8. What happens

(Centimetres are admittedly more convenient for
magnet dimensions of this order, and one can safely
use them in these m.k.s. equations as long as the
scale multiplier occurs on both sides so that it cancels
out.)
0.8 x 101
= 5.5 cm
4,r >. 23,000
It appears, then, that all we have to do, given the
optimum B,,, and H., figures from Sheffield, is put
them and the given gap data into two simple formulae
and we get the magnet dimensions. In real life there
are some complications.
A magnet of these stubby proportions will have to
be connected to the air gap by means of low- reluctance pole pieces. But that is as obvious as saying that
a generator should be connected to its load by low resistance leads.
Then-especially with such a
large Ba-there will be some " fringing " around the
gap, and flux leakage elsewhere. That is usually
taken care of by a factor based on experience of
similar magnet systems. If there have been no
similar magnet systems it is necessary to make some

From (4)

lm

would be out of place to consider in what is intended
to be a framework of theory serving as a first approximation in design.
Our study should however enable us to tackle
cases where there is some m.m.f. coming from a coil,
assisting or opposing the permanent magnet. The
starting point for the air -gap line in Fig. 6 would
have to be to the right or left, respectively, of zero,
by an amount equal to the m.m.f.
Sometimes such an m.m.f. is an unwanted stray
field. It is obviously important that a moving -coil
meter, for example, should not have its magnet
permanently altered. Suppose it comes under the
influence of an external field that opposes its own,
so that the working point is moved downward from
X in Fig. 8 to Y. When this influence is removed
the status quo is not restored. Owing to hysteresis,
the return curve to the gap line is from Y to Z,

if a permanent magnet originally working
at point X is demagnetized to point
Y.
The recovery is
to another point, Z.

= 0.2

rather tricky calculations, or perhaps use an analogue
rank. There are also other complications which it
Bm,

Wb/m2

--

oe

F

Br
Bm

-FOR

\

MAX.HmBm

l
MAX.

HmBm

Hr
40,000 30,000 20,000

10,000

Hm,A /m

5,000

10,000

15,000

-HmBm,WbA /m3

Fig. 7. Generalizing Fig. 6(b) by the process illustrated in
Fig. 3 gives the left -hand part of this diagram. The right hcnd part is constructed for finding the Bm and Hm giving the
maximum value of -HmBm,
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which is far enough from the original X to cause
serious error in the meter readings. To avoid this,
such magnets are aged by submitting them in advance
to demagnetizing fields stronger than they are likely
to experience after calibration. Subsequent variations take place along a relatively flat curve such as
YZ.
This also shows why it is not a good idea to take a
permanent magnet circuit to pieces. Doing so generally introduces a relatively large reluctance in series,
which makes the gap line move close to the horizontal, bringing the working point low down so that
the value of B is much reduced. When the system is
reassembled, much of the original magnetism is
likely to have been lost. If possible, the magnet
should first be short -circuited; but that needs care,
for if the iron shorting piece is drawn against the
magnet violently the resulting shake -up is liable to
demagnetize it considerably.
This is where the ceramic permanent-magnet
materials described as recently as last December*
come in. Their remanence is much lower than in the
best metallic magnets, so they are not so suitable for
providing very high flux densities, but their coercivity
is several times greater than almost any others,
so the B/H curve is very fiat compared with the one
in Fig. 7, for example. They are therefore suitable
for high -reluctance gaps, and even if the magnet
system is taken to pieces it suffers little permanent
demagnetization. For the same reason, coupled
with very high resistance, they are virtually immune
from undesirable effects due to a.c. fields. And the
materials are relatively cheap. Ceramic materials
have become familiar as magnetic cores in place of
iron; now it looks as if they will become familiar
as permanent magnets.
* By J. W. Burin and J. Harrison, Dec. 1960, p. 595.
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SYNTHETIC

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

MASS production of synthetic quartz crystals is now
in full swing at the Western Electric's new Merrimack
Valley Works, Mass., U.S.A.
The new factory grows good -quality quartz crystals
from natural quartz chips, using as a basis a " seed "
crystal of the shape and configuration which will produce a mother crystal of the best size and shape for the
most economical slicing into communications -type
crystals. It is estimated that the yield of usable crystals
per pound of synthetic quartz is about two -and -a -half
times that obtainable from the best natural quartz
crystals.
The hydrothermal process is used and depends on
the maintenance of a critical temperature differential
between the upper and lower regions of an autoclavetype growing vessel. This vessel has to withstand temperatures of the order of 700`F and pressures up to
about 25,000 lb per square inch. In the upper portion
of the autoclave is suspended a string of seed plates
and in the lower, or hotter region, is the " nutrient "
consisting of quartz chips in an alkaline solution. Under
heat and pressure the small pieces of quartz dissolve
and the nutrient is carried by convection to the cooler
upper part of the growing chamber where the lower
temperature super -saturates the nutrient, causing the
dissolved quartz to deposit on to the seed plates in
single crystal form. It takes about three weeks to
grow a string of synthetic crystals.
The cut -away illustration shows the main features
of the autoclave growing vessels of which about a score
are at present in use. They are about loft long, 6in
inside diameter and about 12in overall outside diameter
and they are made of chromium -molybdenum steel
which has good corrosive resistance properties and great
strength at high temperatures. Each chamber has to
withstand a high -temperature pressure of about 350
tons, so for safety reasons they are buried in cavities
below floor level and further protected by large tubular
shields, some of which can be seen in the background
of one of the illustrations. Another illustration shows
the extent of the control panel from which the entire
process of growing the crystals is automatically controlled.

BAND
THERMOCOUPLES

HEATERS

NUTRIENT
IN BASKET

THERMOCOUPLE
FIREBRICKS

Cut -away drawing showing the principal features of the
autoclave vessels employed for growing synthetic quartz

crystals.

The entire process of growing quartz crystals at Western Electric's Merrimack
Valley Works is controlled automatically. This control console and panel
reflects the scale of the undertaking.

string cf synthetic quartz crystals being
removed from the growing chamber.
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Hand Soldering of Printed Circuits
By DR. W. RUBIN

THE introduction of printed circuits into radio
and television assembly has not only raised fundamental changes in design but has imposed new
criteria for the soldering of components.
Many factories have actively investigated the pros
and cons of the automatic soldering of printed
circuit boards in which components are inserted in
the boards either by hand or by machine. Production lines have been established which involve the
minimum amount of handling of the boards during
automatic soldering processes.
Unfortunately, no automatic process appears to
be 100% reliable due to the varying degrees of
oxidation which may be present on the leads of
the components which are mounted on the boards.
Consequently, it is the practice for all boards to be
inspected after they pass through an automatic
soldering bath and any "doubtful" joints are then
hand soldered. Operatives undertaking this work
can, after a certain amount of experience, determine
which joints are unsatisfactory and it is very important that only trained operatives are used in this
work because it is much more difficult to determine
a dry joint on a printed circuit board than one in
the conventional wired chassis.
If it is essential to use components which have
been in stock for varying periods and which have
the leads oxidized or tarnished in varying degrees,
it is advisable either to re -tin all leads prior to
insertion in the boards or solder each joint by
hand. Although this may appear to be a long process compared with passing the boards through a
solder bath, an experienced operative can solder
boards by hand extremely rapidly and he or she will
invariably compensate for the varying degrees of
oxidation when applying the cored solder simultaneously with the iron.
When prototype printed circuit assemblies are
being undertaken, or limited production runs are
being manufactured, hand soldering is usually
adopted because it avoids the necessity for making
special jigs for taking the boards through the solder
bath. Furthermore, hand soldering is invariably
undertaken when the home constructor is engaged
upon the production of a printed circuit assembly.
It cannot be stressed too strongly that the choice
of the most suitable cored solder and soldering iron
s most important when work of this kind is being
done.

It should be emphasized that in no circumstances
should separate acid or greasy fluxes be used.
Obviously, a soldering iron having a very large bit
is unsuitable for this type of work, and miniature
irons are now available which possess a good bit
temperature despite their small size. With these
small irons it is absolutely essential that the bit is
kept in good condition and this will be much more
easily achieved on long runs if a copper -loaded alloy,
such as Savbit, is used as this alloy minimizes the
absorption of copper from the bit of the iron into
WIRELESS WORLD, MARCH 1961

s.sc.,

the solder alloy. For the small user and the electronics handyman, this argument need not apply
and a 60/40 tin /lead cored solder would be suitable.
The gauge of alloy is important because the
amount of solder used on the joint should not be
excessive and should lead to a relatively fiat fillet
of solder around the joint, giving it a neat appearance and at the same time avoiding unnecessary
application of heat to the board. Generally, a size
not thicker than 18 s.w.g. should be used. For the
soldering of small printed circuit boards it has been
found in practice that a diameter as fine as 22 s.w.g.
is probably the most suitable and this gauge has
been adopted by many of the specialist instrument
manufacturers. The use of a fine gauge solder
ensures that there will be a minimum of flux residue
and this is ir,portant as too great an excess of flux
leads to an untidy looking soldered circuit board,
apart from the fact that too great an excess might
flow and cover adjacent printed wires, which is not
considered to be good practice, as although the flux
has a high resistivity the specified electrical properties of the laminate on the board might be affected.
The choice of flux is therefore also of primary
importance, for not only must it allow for ease of
soldering but any residue must be non -corrosive and
non -conducting. Ersin 362 Flux, which is available
in either Savbit, or 60/40, Alloys, and which meets
the relevant D.T.D. and B.S. Specifications for these
properties, is suitable and is used extensively for
the soldering of printed circuit boards. When
applied with a miniature iron, 22 s.w.g., 5 -core,
362 Savbit No. 1 Alloy, does not overheat the circuit
board and cause any subsequent damage such as
could be caused by loss of adhesion of the copper
wiring to the laminate. When additional solder is
being applied to a dip -printed circuit board to resolder defective joints, 18 s.w.g. can be used.

Copper Absorption
As the Savbit No, 1. Alloy incorporates a small
percentage of copper, its use will prevent copper

from the board being absorbed into the solder.
When a straight tin /lead alloy is used for this purpose, a small percentage of copper may be taken
from the board and thus lead to variations in the
thickness of the circuit and so affect the conductivity of the wiring.
The enthusiast who has never previously undertaken the soldering of printed circuit boards need
have no fear that equipped with the correct type
of iron and suitable solder, he will be unable to
undertake efficient and rapid soldering of printed
circuit boards, but if he is using components of
varying storage life and some of them are old, then
it may be necessary to clean the wires first because
some of them may have become contaminated or
seriously oxidized in storage. In assembling wired
*Chief Chemist, Multicore Solders Ltd.
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circuits, such oxidation can usually be overcome by
applying the flux-cored solder to the joint with the
iron for a slightly longer period than is necessary
with the wires of a clean component. If the iron
is applied for an extended period to printed circuit
boards, the printed wire may well become separated
from the laminate.
As the flux residue is non -conductive and noncorrosive it is not essential that it be removed for
equipment which will be used under normal working
conditions in this country, and if this is the case
it would be advisable that the board be previously
lacquered with a preservative coating before soldering is undertaken, to prevent subsequent tarnishing
or discoloration of those parts of the copper wiring
which will otherwise be unprotected. Some Govern-

ment specifications for equipment which may be
used under exceptional circumstances call for the
removal of flux residue or its over -coating with
protective coating. Where it is essential to remove
the flux residue the boards can be treated with solvents such as alcohol or toluene, leaving the board
free for the application of a recommended final
treatment.
Providing all the above factors are duly taken
into account, even the unskilled operative should
be able to make sound joints on printed circuit
boards with confidence, but it must always be
remembered that the correct materials and equipment are even more important when undertaking
this type of soldering than the normal wire -to -tag
joints.

MARCH MEETINGS
Tickets are required for some meetings; readers are advised, therefore, to conunun :Cate
with the secretary of the society concerned.

LONDON

Brit.I.R.E.-Inaugural meeting
address by
Television Group
L. H. Bedford at 5.30 at the London
School of Hygiene, Keppel Street,
W.C.1.
1st. I.E.E. and R.Ae.S. -Discussion
on " The training of ` electrical ' and
electronic ' engineers for the aircraft
industry " opened by G. S. Bosworth
at 6.0 at the Royal Aeronautical Society,
4 Hamilton Place, W.1.
1st. British Kinematograph Society.
The design of new television studios " by P. H. Treadgold at 7.30 at
the Central Office of Information, Hercules Road, S.E.1.
I.E.E. -Discussion on " The
3rd.
clinical value of E.E.G. recording " and
" Present trends in general purpose
E.E.G. recorders " opened by H. B.
Morton and H. R. A. Townsend at
6.0 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
An investigation of
I.E.E.
6th.
the usefulness of back -scatter sounding
in the operation of h.f. broadcasting
services " by E. D. R. Shearman at 5.30
at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
The automatic conI.E.E.
7th.
trol of machines for assembling mechanical components " by A. V. Hemingway and R. L. Dressler at 5.30 at Savoy
Place, W.C.2.
9th. Radar and Electronics AssociaAir traffic control " by A.
don.
Field at 7.30 at the Royal Society of
Arts, John Adam Street, W.C.2.
10th. Television Society.-" Colour
television camera problems " by I. J. P.
James at 7.0 at the Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Association, 164 Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.C.2.
14th. I.E.E. -Discussion on " New
routes into national certificate and technician courses" opened by H. W.
French at 6.0 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
15th. I.E.E. Graduate and Student
Space research" by Prof.
Section.
Sir Harrie Massey at 6.30 at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Gt. George
Street, S.W.1.
16th.
Brit.I.R.E." Transistorized
tape recorders " by S. Welldon at 5.30
1st.

of

-"

-"

-"

-"

-"
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at the London School of Hygiene, Keppel Street, W.C.I.
17th.
Institute of Navigation." The long -term plan for air traffic control " by Capt. V. A. M. Hunt at 5.15
at the Royal Geographical Society, 1
Kensington Gore, S.W.7.
17th. B.S.R.A.
The artist on the
record " by R. Threlfall at 7.15 at the
Royal Society of Arts, John Adam
Street, W.C.2.
22nd.
Brit.I.R.E. -Discussion on
" The future of high speed storage
systems " at 5.30 at the London School
of Hygiene, Keppel Street, W.C.1.
23rd. Television Society.
Underwater television in marine biology " by
Dr. H. Barnes at 7.0 at the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, 164
Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
24th. R.S.G.B.-" Mobile operation
and its problems " by N. A. S. Fitch
at 6.30 at the I.E.E., Savoy Place, W.C.2.
27th.
Brit.I.R.E. -Symposium on
" Electronic instrumentation for cardiac
surgery " at 3.0 at the Post -Graduate
Medical School, University of London,
Hammersmith, W.12.
29th.
Brit.I.R.E.- Symposium on
" Electronic instrumentation for nuclear
power stations " at 3.0 at the London
School of Hygiene, Keppel Street,
W.C.1.

-"

-"

ARBORFIELD
13th. I.E.E. Graduate and Student
Section.-" The work of the B.B.C.
with particular reference to transmitters " by R. W. Leslie at 7.0 at the
Unit Cinema, 3 (Tels.) Training Bn.,
R.E.M.E.
BARNSLEY
I.E.E.
8th.
Radiocommunication
in the power industry " by E. H. Cox
and R. E. Martin at 7.0 at the Town
Hall.

-"

BEDFORD
21st.
I.E.E." Silicon controlled
rectifiers " by R. G. Hibberd at 7.0 at

the Swan Hotel.

BIRMINGHAM
6th.
I.E.E. -Discussion on " This
house deplores the present rate of world
expenditure on space research, while
many problems of extreme poverty and
sickness still exist on an international
scale " at 6.30 at the James Watt Memorial Institute.
15th. Television Society.
Science
on television " by A. J. Garratt at 7.0
in the New Physics Lecture Theatre, the
University.
22nd. Brit. I.R.E.= ` A pulse time
multiplex system for stereophonic broadcasting " by G. D. Browne at 6.15 at
the University.
23rd. I.E.E. -Discussion on " The
integration of industrial and academic
training " opened by E. C. Merrick at
6.0 at the College of Technology, Gosta
Green.
27th.
I.E.E.
New
amplifying
techniques " by Professor C. W. Oatley
at 6.0 at the James Watt Memorial
Institute.

-"

-"

BOURNEMOUTH
22nd. I.E.E.
Radiocommunication
in the power industry " by E. H. Cox
and R. E. Martin at 6.30 at the Grand
Hotel.

-"

BRISTOL
14th. Television Society.
Training in television servicing " by G. C.
Barker at 7.30 at the Hawthorns Hotel,

-"

Woodland Road, Clifton.
15th. Brit.I.R.E.-" Airborne servo
system for throttle control " by D. W.
Thomasson at 7.0 at the School of
Management Studies, Unity Street.

CAMBRIDGE
2nd. I.E.E.
Engineering and the
brain " by R. L. Gregory at 8.0 at the
Cavendish Laboratory.
13th. I.E.E. -Discussion on " The
broadening of university engineering
and science courses " opened by Professor H. E. M. Barlow at 6.30 at the
Technical College.
23rd.
I.E.E.
Advances in semiconductor devices and circuits " by Dr.
J. Evans and T. H. Walker at 8.0 at
the Cavendish Laboratory.

-"

-"
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CARDIFF
8th. Brit.I.R.E.-Discussion on " The
radio and electronics industry of South
Wales " at 6.30 at the Welsh College of
Advanced Technology.
13th. I.E.E.
Silicon power rectifiers " by A. J. Blundell, A. E. Garside,
R. G. Hibberd and I. Williams at 6.0
at South Wales Institute of Engineers.
29th. Society of Instrument Technology.-" Feed back " by R. S. Medlock at 6.45 at the Welsh College of
Advanced Technology.

-"

COVENTRY
21st. I.E.E.
Bridging the Atlantic " by A. H. Mumford at 6.30 at the

-"

Herbert Lecture Theatre.

DERBY
16th. Society of Instrument Technology.-" Recent developments in industrial electronics " by E. Metcalf at
7.15 at the Derby & District College of
Technology, Kedleston Road.

EDINBURGH

I.E.B." An oscillating syn7th.
chronous linear machine " by Dr. E. R.
Laithwaite and R. S. Mamak at 7.0
at the Carlton Hotel.
8th. Brit.I.R.E." High speed pulse
techniques " by E. Wolfendale at 7.0
at the Department of Natural Philosophy, The University, Drummond
Street.
14th. I.E.E. -Discussion on "Digital transducers " at 7.0 at the Carlton
Hotel.
21st.
I.E.E. -Faraday Lecture on
" Transistors and all that " by L. J.
Davies at 7.30 at the Usher Hall.
The potentialities of
28th. I.E.E.
artificial earth satellites for radiocommunication " by W. J. Bray at 7.0
at the Carlton Hotel.

-"

FARNBOROUGH
7th. I.E.E. Graduate and Student
D.C. amplifiers " by H.
Section.
Kemhadjian at 6.30 at the Technical

LEEDS
14th.

I.E.E.- Discussion

on " Re-

fresher and post -graduate courses for
electrical engineers " opened by Professor G. W. Carter at 6.30 at the
Electrical Engineering Department, The
University.
LEICESTER

2nd. I.E.E. -Faraday Lecture on
" Transistors and all that " by L. T
Davies at 7.15 at the De Montfort Hall.
20th. Television Society.
Colour
television " by L. C. Jesty at 7.30 in
Room 104, the College of Technology

-"

and Commerce, The Newarke.

LIVERPOOL

15th.
Brit.I.R.E.-" Flight simulators " by D. J. Mauchel and R. Marvyn
at 7.0 at the Adelphi Hotel.

MALVERN
20th. I.E.E.
Radio communications by means of satellites " by Dr.
A. W. Lines at 7.30 at the Winter Gardens.
23rd.
Brit.I.R.E.-" Magnetic film
storage " by Dr. A. C. Moore at 7.0
at the Winter Gardens.

-"

MANCHESTER

2nd.
Brit.I.R.E.-" Some typical
uses for electronic data processing
systems " by C. W. Blaster at 7.0 at
the Reynolds Hall, College of Technology.
15th.

-"

I.E.E.
The potentialities of
earth satellites for radiocommunication " by W. J. Bray at 6.15
at the Engineers' Club, Albert Square.
20th. I.E.E. -Discussion on ` Experimental methods with particular
reference to transistors " opened by
V. H. Atree at 6.15 at the College of
Science and Technology.
22nd.
I.P.R.E.
Telemetry " by
artificial

-"

-"

CONFERENCES

J. E. P. Hunt at 7.30 at the Central

Hall, Oldham Street.

MIDDLESBROUGH
1st. I.E.E. -Hunter Memorial Lecture on " The application of electronics
to the electricity supply industry " by
Dr. J. S. Forrest at 6.30 at the Cleveland Scientific and Technical Institution.
NEWCASTLE- UPON -TYNE
6th. I.E.E.
Performance of semiconductor devices for instrumentation "
by C. Hilsum at 6.15 at the Rutherford
College of Technology, Northumberland
Road.
8th. Brit.I.R.E." V.H.F. a.m. /f.m.
transistor receivers " by H. A. Heins at
6.0 at the Institute of Mining and

-"

Mechanical Engineers, Neville Hall,
Westgate Road.
20th.
I.E.E." New amplifying
techniques " by Professor C. W. Oatley
at 6.15 at the Rutherford College of
Technology, Northumberland Road.
23rd. I.E.E. -Faraday Lecture on
" Transistors and all that " by L. J.
Davies at 7.0 at the City Hall.

READING
20th. I.E.E.
The development of
Eurovision" by M. J. L. Pulling at 7.15
at the George Hotel, King Street.

-"

SOUTHAMPTON

-"

14th. I.E.E.
Analogue to digital
converter techniques and their applications " by K. L. Smith at 6.30 at the
University.
16th. I.E.E. Graduate and Student
Section.-Discussion on " Electrical
engineering education and training " at
6.30 at the University.

AND

EXHIBITIONS

College.
Recent research in
21st. I.E.E.
thermionics " by Dr. G. H. Metson and
Miss E. Macartney at 6.15 at the Technical College.
22nd. Brit.I.R.E.-" The design of
a long range single sideband airborne
equipment " by P. D. Adams and T. E.
Wynne at 7.0 at the Technical College.

The following additions should be made to the lists of conferences and
exhibitions published in our January and February issues.
May 15-17
International Television Equipment Exhibition
Montreux
(Television Festival Committee, 8 Grand -Rue,

GLASGOW
9th. Brit.I.R.E.-" High speed pulse
techniques " by E. Wolfendale at 7.0
at the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, 39 Elmbank Crescent.
13th. I.E.E. -Discussion on " Digital transducers " at 6.0 in the Royal
College of Science and Technology.
I.E.E. -Symposium on
25th -26th.
" The instrumentation and control of
nuclear reactors " at The Chesters,
Bearsden.

May

17 -21

International Telévision Symposium

June

12-15

International Exhibition of Electronics, Nuclear
Energy, Radio, Television and Cinematography

HULL

Aug. 30Sept. 6

British Association for the Advancement
of Science annual meeting

Sept.

International Congress of Navigation

-"

-"

The transmission of
21st. I.E.E.
news film over the transatlantic cable "
by C. B. B. Wood and I. J. Shelley

at 6.30 at the Lecture Theatre, Y.E.B.

Montreux, Switzerland).

May 16 -18

Society,

-"

The future of elec6th. I.E.E.
tries ' and ' electronics ' in aircraft and
guided missiles " by Viscount Caldecote
at 7.0 at the English Electric Co.
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Dusseldorf

Kensington Gore, London, S.W.7.)

Montreux

(International Telecommunication Union, Berne,
Switzerland)

Rome

(Rassegna Internazionale Elettronica, Nucleare e
Teleradiocinematografica, Via della Scrofa 14, Rome)

June 26 -28

European Symposium on Space Technology

July 9 -14

International Bio- Medical Electronics
Conference

(British Interplanetary Society, 12 Bessborough
Gardens, London, S.W.1.)

21

Tothill Street,
London, S.W.1.
New York

(Dr. A. Rémond, 131 Boulevard Malesherbes, Paris 17)

11 -19

Offices, Ferensway.

KIDSGROVE

Avoidance of Collision at Sea and in the Air by
Land-based Aids (Convention)
(Institute of Navigation, coo Royal Geographical

Sept. 25-30

Oct. 2 -4

(Secretary, B.A.A.S., 19 Adam Street, London, W.C.2.)

Norwich
Baltimore

(Permanent International Association of Navigation
Congresses, 60 rue Juste Lipse, Brussels, Belgium)
Irish Television and Radio Show
(Castle Publications Ltd., 38 Merrion Square, Dublin).

I.R.E. Canadian Convention
(I.R.E. Canadian Convention, 1819 Yonge Street, Toronto

Dublin
Toronto
7)
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DOM R DILATIONS
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By

Well Done, R.I.C.
CONGRATULATIONS to the
Radio Industry Council on its memorandum to the Pilkington Committee.
I couldn't agree more with what they
say. As they point out, it must be
many years before the millions of
TV receivers in use in this country
are worn out. The Government has
given an undertaking to continue the
use of the present 405-line standard
and not to make sets obsolete before their time. Suppose the change
is envisaged, say, 15 years ahead; no
one can possibly say what improvements in TV transmission and reception will be made in that time and
it would be futile to commit ourselves to a 625 -line standard, which
may be out of date before it gets
going. The point has been made
that if we went to 625 lines, we'd be
able to export sets to European
countries; but that cuts both ways,
for they'd be able to dump their surplus sets on us. I don't envy the
members of the Pilkington Committee their job, for they're expected to
be both wise men and prophets -and
whatever they recommend is certain
to be fiercely criticized.

and change over to 625 lines. It
wasn't a bit true. What may happen
is this. The present transmitters will
stay as they are and it is proposed
that a new chain of stations should
be built to provide a second programme on 625 lines. Since the latter
system is in use in other European
countries, engineers of the R.T.F. believed that the relaying of outside
programmes would become easier
and trials have proved that this is
the case. Manufacturers say that it
won't be too difficult or costly to
provide viewers with a switch, enabling the change from one programme
to the other to be made when required (as is already done in Belgium
where both standards are used). Despite all rumours I'm sure that there'll
be no abandonment of the 819 -line
definition for the first programme,
for the French are proud of it -and
justifiably so. When the second programme will come along I don't

" i)IALLIST"

morning. There are, however, some
sensible exceptions to this rule.
Police, fire brigades and ambulances
are not affected and there is no restriction on the use of loudspeakers
on the highway in cases of emergency. The use of p.a. on the highway for advertising any entertainment, trade or business is prohibited
at all times, except that it may be used
on a vehicle carrying perishable foodstuffs to inform the public that they
can be bought from the vehicle; but
it must be operated so as to give no
reasonable cause for annoyance. The
whole thing seems to me to be sound
common sense and I trust it'll help to
lessen the plague of noise which has
been inflicted on us for too long now.

A Sound Scheme

IT'S good to read that an approval
scheme for domestic electrical appliances is now under way. In conjunction with the British Standards
know.
Institution, groups of manufacturers
have set up the British Electrical
P.A.
Abatement
and
Noise
Approvals Board for Domestic AppliTHE Noise Abatement Act of 1960 ances. The tests are to be twofold:
has restricted public address loud- the first object is to ensure that
speaker activities to some extent and apparatus is safe when it is sold; the
that's not altogether to be deplored, second, to see that it is likely to
sometimes were remain so in use. All approved
France Won't Change Her for they could beifand
mishandled. Under articles are to carry an easily recoga real nuisance
Definition
the Act public address equipment nizable mark, which will be the purSOME weeks ago French lay papers may not be operated on any high- chasers' safeguard against shoddy,
were suggesting that France was way between nine o'clock in the even- potentially dangerous stuff, of which
about to scrap her 819 -line system ing and eight o'clock the following far too much has found its way into
the shops, a good deal of it being of
foreign origin. Once the approval
mark becomes widely known -and
" WIRELESS WORLD" PUBLICATIONS
that shouldn't take long-people who
Net
By
Price
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know nothing of electricity will be
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THE B.B.C. has two TV transmitters
due to get to work this year, the satellites at Llandrindod Wells and Red ruth. Next year's programme is much
more extensive, for it should see the
opening of no fewer than eleven. By
WIRELESS WORLD, MARCH 1961

the end of next year the B.B.C.
will have 48 stations in service. The
I.T.A. plans another five or six transmitters for this year and one or two
If all goes according to
next.
schedule, it will have 21 transmitters
at work by the beginning of 1963.
Thus there'll be 69 stations handling
the two services and all but the most
difficult and most sparsely populated
parts of the country should obtain reception of one or both programmes.
That's pretty good going when you
think that when the B.B.C. television
service was restarted after the war,
in 1946, the only station we had was
the original Alexandra Palace set -up.
I don't suppose that 100% of our
homes will ever be covered, for some
are in remote, hilly places, but we're
getting very near that figure.

SIGNAL

Shaking Up Mussels
MUSSELS are, or can be, an expensive nuisance at nuclear power
stations, which use large quantities of
sea water for cooling purposes. They
like to settle down in the culverts
leading to pump suction chambers
and no completely effective deterrent
has yet been found. Chlorination of
the water discourages them, but it's
a costly business and it only works
if applied when the mussels are too
young to have formed shells. But
according to a paper read recently at
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers there is evidence to show that
they don't like being bombarded by
ultrasonic pulses. At the Blyth A
power station 14 oscillators have been
installed in the culverts, down which
they shoot 1 msec pulses at a frequency of 28kc /s. To find out just
how far this bombardment really is
effective, four experimental culverts
are being installed at Blyth and the
results of pulse bombardment will be
carefully checked.

Scientific Research, Traffic Authorities,
Railways, Airways, Ships at sea and so one
could go on, encounter critical situations
every day of their working life that rely
on the efficient functioning of electric
signals. Such efficiency depending on the
quality and true reliability of the component parts used.
Technicians and the designers at the
House of Bulgin realised this over 35 years
ago; and to meet the problems, have
produced the largest and finest range of
Signal Lamps available the world over.
For sheer brilliance of design and choice
of sparkling lens colours Bulgin signal
lamps lead the world.

OVER 2,663 VARIETIES AVAILABLE.
SEND FOR OUR LEAFLET
REFERENCE 1,502 ¡C.

TRADE

A.
No. cobber, this is not the flaming

flying doctor.
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E.

MARK

BULGIN á CO., LTD. BYE PASS ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX
Telephone: RIPpleway 5588 (12 lines)
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7.7

B IASE
By " FREE

30-Hard Lines

LAST September I drew attention

to what I supposed to be an error in
the B.B.C.'s " Scrapbook for 1910 ".
I was very rightly rebuked by
Vernon Harris, its producer, in a
letter to the Editor (October issue)
in which he pointed out that " Scrapbook " records not only the happenings but also the errors of the times.
What I thought was a B.B.C. mistake was a commonplace erroneous
opinion of 1910 which was deliberately put into the mouth of a girl at
a ball.
This technique of putting an error
of the times into the mouth of a
participant in the Scrapbook is a
highly ingenious one which was used
again in the " Scrapbook for 1931 "

GRID"

Later in the programme, Mr.
Grisewood was made to tell us quite
accurately that Jack Payne's television broadcast of August 15th,
1931, was the very first one from a
B.B.C. studio. This might make it
seem that I am splitting hairs and
that the truth is that there was no
television in our homes until the
latter part of 1931.
The full truth is, of course, that by
the time 1931 dawned, the B.B.C.
had been transmitting TV programmes regularly for well over a
year and quite a number of us had
television receivers-or televisors as
we used to call them-in our homes.
But although the B.B.C. had been
transmitting television,regularly since
September 30th, 1929, on normal

rangefinder such as is used by
artillerymen and photographers.
It is obvious to me that the same
piece of apparatus could also be used
to measure without her knowledge,
a girl's girth at various loci on her
torso which, of course, constitute
what are usually known as a woman's
vital statistics.
It may be asked who on earth
wants to measure a girl's vital
statistics without her knowledge?
Personally I think there are quite
a number of people, as this firm
would find if it marketed its dendrometer in a slightly more compact
form and under another name such
a torsometer.
Among potential users would be
theatrical agents who would find it
very useful to give prospective chorus
girls the once-over without their
knowledge.

A Pommy in N.Z.
THE brief article in the October

issue entitled " A `Kiwi' at Earls
Court," interested me greatly as the
author's experiences were, mutatis
mutandis, parallel to my own nigh
on forty years ago. I, too, arrived
its England from. New Zealand just
in time to see the Radio Show
actually the very first one, at the
Horticultural Hall.
The most interesting part of his
article to my mind was his statement
that seeing the sign " Overseas
Visitors," he walked in and sat down
in the select overseas visitors' lounge.
I flatter myself that I can imitate a
New Zealand accent well enough to
deceive the attendants at Earls Court
and if there be any genuine " Kiwis "
there I am sufficiently well acquainted with the main N.Z. towns not to
betray myself. Even to this day I
have a moving -coil loudspeaker
(Magnavox horn type) and an electric
razor bought in 1922 from a shop at
the corner of Willis and Manness
Streets in Wellington, the N.Z. capital. I recollect that corner so well;
" Perretts Corner " it was called after
the name of the shopxeeper whose
establishment was there.
Next year, therefore, will see me
safely ensconced in the overseas visitors' lounge instead of on the hard
workhouse seats provided in the hall
for us natives. After all, there will
really be no deception as nowadays I
am a genuine " Kiwi," my wings
having long since been clipped by
marriage.

-

From my scrapbook.
Sir Ambrose Fleming
inaugurating, in the
presence of j. L.

Baird, the B.B.C's
30-line
television
service on Sept.
30th, 1929

broadcast on January 16th. But I
was very greatly amused to hear a
silly popular error put into the mouth
of Freddie Grisewood, the narrator.
Such a well- informed man as Mr.
F. G. must have stuck his tongue in
his cheek and ground his teeth in
annoyance -no mean feat-as he
gave utterance to the words laid
down for him in the script, which
told us there was no television in our
homes in 1931. It was certainly
hard lines on Mr. Grisewood-even
if there were only 30 of them-to
put this error of the times into his
mellifluous mouth.
Of course there is no denying that
this error was a very widespread one
in that year but it would, I think,
have sounded better if it had been
voiced by a silly girl of the type who
acted as the stooge for the 1910
popular error rather than by a man
having the same initials and degree
of intelligence as myself.
154

broadcasting wavelengths, it had
been garnering them from extramural sources, chiefly, of course, the
Baird studios.

Torsometer
HAVE previously registered
astonishment that big firms spend
vast sums on developing a highly
specialized piece of apparatus to
serve a certain limited need, and yet
fail to see that a much larger field
of use for the apparatus lies almost
under their noses.
I noticed a case in point at the
recent physics exhibition where the
well -known optical firm of Barr &
Stroud were exhibiting a dendrometer to measure the vital statistics
of a tree and, in particular, its girth
at various heights of the trunk. The
instrument's modus operandi was a
modification of that employed in a
I

Why

Xtal?

CAN anybody tell me why the word
crystal is sometimes abbreviated to
xtal? We sometimes write xmitter
as an abbreviation for transmitter
because the " x" is " a cross " (a
St. Andrew's one) and the Latin
word trans means " across ". But
xtal beats me. Is the first letter x or
the Greek chi?
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